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6. In an escape panic the more prominent an individual's position in the
crowd (the greater the attention directed to him), the more likely he will be
to exhibit orderly exit behavior.

7. The larger a crowd is in absolute numbers, the more likely it is to break
out into hostile or expressive collective action.

8. The larger a crowd is in absolute numbers, the greater is the likelihood
that a panic will occur in a physical escape situation.

9. Such a relation will not hold for bank panics.
10. Physical escape panics (sequence of actions) should show greater variabil

ity in outcome when circumstances are similar than is true for bank panics
(single action).

11. Contagious beliefs should arise at times of extensive social change, when
rights of control have been withdrawn from institutions that have power.
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The Demandfor
Effective Norms

sociological the"(~ry takes social norms as given and proceeds to examine
lndivi,du::t1 behaw:oror the b'ehavior cofsocial systems when norms exist. Yet to

this Without raising at some point the 'question ·of why and !how norms come
o ,existence is to forsake the more important sociological problem in order to

'a,ddress the less important. Whatever the reason for neglect of1:his question (and
1tdiffers for different theorists), I will show in this chapter and the next that two

·ple.c0nditions, taken together, are sufficient for the emergence ofnorms.. The
t iof1lhese, to be examined in this chapter, lisa condition under which a

mand foreffecti¥e norms will arise. The second, to he examined in the !next
I1apter,ls a condition under which that demand will be satisfied. Both condi
ions may be described as social-structural.

A:s much as any other conceptin the social sciences., a norm is a property of;a
cial.system, not oLan actor within it. Itisa concept that has come 10 play an
tensive Tole 1ntheories developed by some sociologists. The reasons are fun
mental. The concept .of a norm, existing .at a macmsoeiaI !level and governing
e behav'iorof individuals at a niicrosoeia:l1evel, provides a convenient device

explaining individual behavior, taking the social system as given. This device
been especially useful for those sociologists characterized by Sorokin(1928)
members of the sociologistic school of social theorists, of which Emile
rkheim was the most :prominent member. Durkheim began with s0cial O1;gani
ion andin.a ,part of his workas'ked,' 'How is an individual's behavior affected

.social system within which he finds himself?" Answering this requires not
three\c.omponents of social theory that I outlined in the first chapter of ,this
k but only one-the transition from macro to micro. For many :social theo-
, Durkheim among them, the conceptof.anorm provides:a means for making
transition.
or another school .ofsocial theory, of which Talcott Parsons is the most
fuinent member, the concept of a norm provides a basis for a principle of

tlwhose role in the theory is ,c0mparable to that of maximizing utility in
Ilalchoice theory. The principle, something like "Persons behavein.accor
ewith soCial norms," leaves ,examination of the content of norms as the
refical taskat the macr0kvel. Whereas rational choice theory takesindivid-



1. See O'Flaherty and Derrett (1978).
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hose subscribing to a norm, or, as I will say, those holding a norm, claim a right
apply sanctions and recognize the right of others holding the norm to do so.
rsons whose actions are subject to norms (who themselves mayor may not
ld the norm) take into account the norms, and the accompanying potential

wards or punishments, not as absolute determinants of their actions, but as
ements which affect their decisions about what actions it will be in their inter-
ts to carry out. .
Tn the preceding paragraph I do not give an explicit definition of a norm but
yindicate its function. The explicit definition iS,however, important because
erives from the conception of rights discussed in Chapter 3 and because it

ay not include everything that is ordinarily meant by the concept of a norm. I
ilLsay that a norm concerning a specific action exists when the socially defined

ito control the action is held not by the actor but by others. As discussed in
pter 3, this implies that there is a consensus in the social system or subsys
that the right to control the action is held by others. By the definition of

hority, this means that others have authority over the action, authority that is
tvoluntarily vested in them, either unilaterally or as part of an exchange, but
reated by the social consensus that placed the right in their hands. The right
is relevant to the definition of a norm is not a legally defined right or a right
don a formal rule imposed by an actor having authority. It is, rather, an

tmal or socially defined right. It may exist in the absence of a legally defined
tor in opposition to a legally defined right, as is the case when a norm is in
fiict with a law.
iththis definition, the question concerning the conditions under which an
tive norm will arise becomes a question concerning the conditions under

lihthere will come to be a consensus that the right to control an action is held
erSbns other than the actor, and the conditions under which that consensus
eenforced.
important to note that this definition is a very specific and perhaps narrow
b norm exists as long as the individual actor holds the right to his own

11,and no norm exists if no right has come into existence. A norm exists
«rhen others assume the right to affect the direction an actor's action will
But when does this happen? This chapter is aimed at answering this ques
here are, however, additional questions to be answered if norms are to be
l1derstood.
~rIll may be embedded in a social system in a more fundamental way: The
Inay be internal to the individual carrying out the action, with sanctions
d<by that individual to his own actions. In such a case a norm is said to be
a.lized. An individual feels internally generated rewards for performing

that are proper according to an internalized norm or feels internally
d punishments for performing actions that are improper according to an
zed norm. How and when does this happen?

interdependence among norms such that many norms are part of a
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ual interests as given and attempts to account for the functioning of social
systems, normative theory takes social norms as given and attempts to account
for individual behavior.

Apart from its role in social theory, the use of the concept of a norm is
important in describing how societies function. This is especially so for the
description of traditional stable societies. A description of the functioning of the
caste system in India that did not use the concept of dharma, which means
something like "duty" or "appropriate behavior" or "behavior in accordance
with accepted norms," would hardly be possible.! Stable or slowly changing
norms constitute an important component of a stable society's self-governing
mechanisms.

Both the evident importance of norms in the functioning of societies and the
importance of a norm as a concept throughout the history of social theory
underlie the importance ofthis concept in contemporary social theory. It has not
one but two entries in the Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (both written by
sociologists), and one ofthem begins with this sentence: "No concept is invoked
more often by social scientists in explanations of human behavior than 'norm.' "
For example, Dahrendorf (by no means one of those sociologists most wedded
to the concept), in an essay on the origin of social inequality, states, "The origin
of inequality is thus to be found in the existence in all human societies of norms
of behavior to which sanctions are attached . . . the derivation suggested here
has the advantage ofleading back to presuppositions (the existence of norms and
the necessity of sanctions) which at least in the context of social theory may be
taken as axiomatic" (1968, p. 104).

Norms may be taken as axiomatic by many sociologists, but for others they
constitute an unacceptable deus ex machina-a concept brought in at the mac
rosociallevel to explain social behavior, yet itself left unexplained.

Some rational choice theorists, armed with maximization of utility as a princi
ple of action, regard the concept of a norm as altogether unnecessary. To take
this stance, however, is to ignore important processes in the functioning of social
systems and thus to limit the theory. It is one thing to refuse to take norms as
starting points for social theory; it is quite another to ignore their existence
altogether. In this book I refuse to take norms as given; in this chapter I ask how
norms can emerge and be maintained among a set of rational individuals.

Social norms enter the theory developed here in the following way:
specify what actions are regarded by a set of persons as proper or correct,
improper or incorrect. They are purposively generated, in that those perscms
who initiate or help maintain a norm see themselves as benefiting from its
observed or harmed by its being violated. NOims are ordinarily enforced
sanctions, which are either rewards for carrying out those actions regarded
correct or punishments for carrying out those actions regarded as inc:onrect.
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Individual
sanctions and

conformity to the norm

Relations of micro and macro levels in the emergence of a norm.

Individual
actions

me sense of what is meant by norms and sanctions can be gained by consider
gseveral examples.

1. A three-year-old child, walking with its mother on a sidewalk in Berlin,
wraps a small piece of candy and drops the cellophane on the sidewalk. An
~er woman who is passing by scolds the child for dropping the cellophane and
lllonishes the mother for not disciplining the child. A three-year-old child,
Iking with its mother on a sidewalk in New York City, unwraps a piece of

Ilophane and drops the paper on the sidewalk. An older woman is passing by
says nothing, not even noticing the action of the child. Several questions are

sed by this example: Why does the woman in Berlin assume the right to scold
child and admonish the mother? Why does a woman in a similar circum
ce in New York City not do the same? Does the woman in New York not
she has the right to scold the child, or does her failure to act arise from other
ces?

.>1n an organization which provides free coffee and tea to its employees, one
loyee who drinks tea goes down with his cup to the hot water dispenser. All
tea bags are gone, but he expresses no dismay, remarking to another person
ding there, "This often happens, but I have taken some tea bags back to my
ejust for such occasions." The other person responds in a disapproving
,"It's people like you, stashing tea bags away, who create the problem."
~examplealso raises questions: How did the second person come to acquire
~ht to express disapproval? And why did the first person leave himself open

uch a comment, by his remarks? Furthermore, why does he accept the
proval of the second person, apparently acknowledging the right of the

lldperson to impose this sanction?
A.. high-school girl on a date at a beach house finds herself in a crowd in
hlhe others, including her date, are smoking marijuana. The others encour
erlo do so as well, showing disapproval and disdain of her reluctance. That
aIlce, in turn, is produced by her knowledge that her parents would disap

example raises questions about conflict: Can there be two conflicting

~xam]:lles of Norms and Sanctions
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structure of norms. The most elaborate of such structures are those described by
dharma in India and analogous systems in other societies with long cultural
traditions. How do these structures come into being?

These questions pose substantial tasks for the theorist. First is the task of
establishing the conditions under which a norm with a particular content will
arise. This includes determining why a norm does not always arise when the
existence of an effective norm would be in the interests of all or most persons.
Related to this are the tl:l8ks of specifying who will come to hold the norm and
whose actions -will be the target of the norm. Another task is determining the
strength and prevalence of sanctions, recognizing that applying a sanction may
entail costs for the sanctioner. Related to this is determining what kinds of
sanctions will be applied, since there are a variety of sanctions that may be
applied (and it is empirically evident that various kinds of sanctions are applied,
ranging from those that damage or enhance reputations to those that impose
physical damage or provide material benefits). In addition, there are theoretical
tasks concerning the internalization of a norm. Why do persons attempt to
induce internalization in others in the first place? Under what conditions will
those who hold a norm attempt to induce internalization, and under what condi
tions will they use only external sanctions? Why will a person be receptive to
attempts by others to internalize norms? Finally, there is the task of describing
and accounting for interconnections among .norms. What kinds of relationships
exist among norms, how do those relationships arise, and how is the role that
norms play in a social system affected by these relationships?

It is useful to begin by locating the concept of a norm, as well as the theoretical
activity of this chapter, in the context of the three components which I have
proposed as necessary to social theory: the macro-to-micro transition, purposive
action at the micro level, and the micro-to-macro transition. Norms are macro
level constructs, based on purposive actions at the micro level but coming into
existence under certain conditions through a micro-to-macro transition. Once in
existence, they lead, under certain conditions, to actions of individuals (that is,
sanctions or threat of sanctions) which affect the utilities and thus the actions of
the individuals to whom the sanctions have been or might be applied. Thus
norms constitute a social construction which is a part of a feedback process,
involving either negative feedback, which if effective discourages and dampens
certain actions, or positive feedback, which if effective further encourages cer
tain actions.

The emergence of norms is in some respects a prototypical mlCf()-t()-nlaC;ro
transition, because the process must arise from individual actions yet a
itself is a system-level property which affects the further actions of inclividu:als,
both the sanctions applied by individuals who hold the norm and the
in conformity with the norm. A diagram analogous to Figure 1.2 but ilhlstJrating
the emergence of a norm begins at the micro level and ends there as
with individual sanctions and conformity to the norm, as shown in
10.1.
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Some norms discourage or proscribe a focal action, and I will call these pro
scriptive norms. Other norms, such as the norm to smoke marijuana among the
Young people at the beach house or the norm among members of Gush Emunim
ettlements to form a minyan and pray every day at the synagogue, encourage or
rescribe a focal action. I will call these prescriptive norms. Proscriptive norms
rovide negative feedback in the system, damping out the focal action; prescrip
'Ve norms provide positive feedback, expanding the focal action. When there
e only two possible actions, of course, one is prescribed and the other is

I"()scribed by the same norm. For example, the norm of walking to the right
hen encountering another pedestrian walking in the opposite direction is simul
Deously prescriptive and proscriptive. The distinction is meaningful only when
e number of alternative courses of action is greater than two.
For any norm there is a certain class of actors whose actions or potential
tions are the focal actions. The statement "Children should be seen and not
a.rd" specifies a norm for which children constitute this class. I will call
mbers of such a class targets of the norm, or target actors. There is also a
s of actors who would benefit from the norm, potentially hold the norm, and
potential sanetioners of the target actors. These are actors who, if the norm
tome into being, assume the right to partially control the focal action and are
by others who would benefit from the norm to have this right. For the norm
ified by the statement above, parents, oradults more generally, are those
hold the norm. It is possible that children also hold the norm, but the

ration ofthe norm and its supporting sanctions does not depend on this. I will
those who would benefit from the norm and thus assume the right to control
ta.rget action (who are also ordinarily the potential sanctioners) beneficiaries
e norm. The current beneficiaries of the norm may be those who initiated it,
ey may have merely continued the enforcement of a norm initiated by

ons who preceded them.
r some norms, such as the one concerning children mentioned above, the
ts of the norm and the beneficiaries are not the same persons. The norm
fits one set of actors and is directed toward actions of another set. I will

1 such norms disjoint norms because the set of beneficiaries and the set of
ts are disjoint, resulting in a physical separation of opposing interest. The
daries have an interest in the norm being observed, and the targets have

terest in the focal action being unmodified by the norm.
ntany norms, however, including all those described in the earlier exam
xcept for the norm about not smoking marijuana held by the parents of the
hool girl), the set of beneficiaries of the norm coincides with the set of

s.ln such cases, the interests favoring observance of the norm and those
ing its observance are contained within the same actors. Each actor is
aneously beneficiary and target of the norm. I will call norms of this sort

·l1t norms.
distinction between disjoint and conjoint norms reflects only the extremes
variations that may occur. Figure 10.2 shows those extremes, along with
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Distinctions among Norms

The diversity among the examples above suggests that it is useful to make som
classifications of norms. Although this cannot be fully done at this point in thi
exposition, a start may be made. .

First, norms are directed at certain actions, which I will call focal achons.<I
the example about the three-year-old and the cellophane candy wrapper in Be
lin, the focal action is dropping the wrapper on the sidewalk (more generally, a
action that has the effect of littering the sidewalk). .

norms governing the same action? If so, then what determines whic~ on~, if
either, will govern? And if conflicting norms do occur, in what class of sItuatIOns
do they arise?

4. Among the Sarakatsan nomads in northwestern Greece, norms are very
strong. Campbell reports (restated in Merry, 1984, p. 283): "In one very p~or

family, the father failed to defend his son against the insult of being pelted wIth
dung by another little boy, displaying to onlookers his inability to pro.tect the
honor of his family in more important ways. The same man looks dIrty and
uncouth despite gossip about his unkempt appearance, and his wife is criticized
for laughing andjoking, as it implies that she may be guilty of sexual immodesty.
Although their daughter is apparently virtuous and chaste, she is tainted by her
mother's immodesty, and no honorable man seeks her hand." This example
raises a question about the effectiveness of norms. There are apparently norma
tive sanctions imposed by others against various actions of this family, but the
sanctions appear less effective than one might expect.

5. In Gush Emunim settlements of the West Bank in Israel, strong norms
require the men of the community to form a minyan of ten or more and ,pray.in
the synagogue each day. Some men do, and some don't. Those who don t cl~Im
to be busy with their work. They stay indoors at the time when others are gomg
to pray. This example raises the issue of the conflict between the demands of
daily life and the demands of norms. How are norms maintained in the fa~e of
such conflicts? The demands of daily life are ever present and are associated
with interests that have material consequences. Norms often demand, such as in
cases like this, actions which are unrelated to consequences that the individual,
or even the whole group, will experience. How are the norms maintained?

6. Elias (1982) traces the evolution of norms concerning table manners in
French provinces, using writings about etiquette. Elias shows how these norms,
which began by proscribing only the most offensive actions (such as coughing up
a piece of meat at the table) evolved into the most elaborat.e pr.escriptions .of
what to do at the table. Furthermore, the norms differed m dIfferent social
groups, and there was a hierarchy of elaboration, corresponding to social status
and having its peak at the king's court. This example raises questions about how
and why norms become increasingly elaborate over time, as well as why man-.
ners are more elaborate in groups of higher social status.
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mann-Margalit distinguishes three kinds of norms, which she calls prisoner's dilemma
()ordination norms, and norms of partiality. These correspond approximately to what I

fIned essential norms, conventional norms, and disjoint norms, respectively. Essential
however, to use my terminology, may be disjoint or conjoint, whereas Ullmann

if's three classes are mutually exclusive.

Chapter 2 I indicated that one distinction which is important for the function
gof social systems is that between events that have consequences only for
()se who control them and events that have external consequences (that is,
ternalities) for actors who have no control over them. The latter events are
rinsically of interest to actors other than those who control them. When such
ents are actions, there are two kinds of externalities of actions: When an
ion benefits others, the action has positive externalities; when an action is
tnful to others, the action has negative externalities. If an action benefits
eand hurts others, then its externalities are positive for the first set of actors
negative for the second.

action that has externalities generates interests in the action among those
rswho experience the externalities. Yet there is no general way in which the
equences of the action for those affected actors can enter the utility function

he actor taking the action. Actors harmed by an action that benefits the actor
gntrol of it experience negative externalities, as exemplified by nonsmokers

irig near a smoker. Those benefited by an action that benefits the actor con
ing it experience positive externalities, as exemplified by passersby who
fit from a householder's removing snow from the sidewalk in front of his
e. The problem for those other actors in the first situation is how to limit the

which is harming them (and how much to limit it). The problem in the
cFsituation is how to encourage and increase the action (and to what level it

be encouraged).
ecial case of the latter problem is that of paying the cost of a public good

each actor's action has beneficial consequences for others, by helping to
bout the public good, but the benefits to himself are less than the costs he
ur. Only if enough actors can be induced jointly to carry out the action to

he First Condition: Externalities of Actions and the Demand
Of a Norm

For many norms the focal action has not been arbitrarily selected. The targets'
interests lie in the directio~ of action opposing observance of the norm, and the
beneficiaries' interests lie in the direction of action favoring observance of the
norm. These interests in particular directions ofaction would remain, whether or
not the norm existed and independent of others' directions of action. In this case
the direction of the norm depends on more than convention. I will call these
essential norms. This last distinction can be illustrated, as Ullmann-Margalit
(1977) has done and as I will do shortly, using simple payoff matrices from the
theory of games.3

(e)
Disjoint

<Cd)(c)
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.. (b)

2. Ullmann-Margalit (1977, p. 97) calls these coordination norms an~ distinguishes betw
those that arise through convention and those adopted by decree. I wIll not make use of

distinction.

Figure 10.2 Inclusion relations of beneficiaries and targets of a norm for different
types of norms.

intermediate cases. In cases b, c, andd,some persons are both beneficiaries and
targets. Incase b there are also some beneficiaries w~o are n~t t~rgets. An
example is the norm against sexual relations before marnage, WhICh IS held not
only by unmarried persons, the targets, but also by married persons. In case c
there are tar:gets who are not beneficiaries. For example, norms about pro~r

.. behavior held by members of a community are directed not only ~t ~ommumty
members as targets, but also at strangers. In case d some beneficmnes are not
tar:gets, and some targets are not beneficiaries." ." . -

A clarification of what is meant by the term sanctIon IS also us.efuL If
holding a norm is assumption of the right to partially contr~l a focal actlo~ and
recognition oiother norm holders' similar right, th~n ~ s~?ctIon IS the e~ercls~of
that right. A sanction may be negative, directed ~t mhl?ltmg a focal ~ctIOn ~hl~h
is proscnoed by a norm, or positive, directed at mducmg a focal a~tIOn Whl~h l,~

'b ·d by· anorm I will use the terms "sanction" and "effectIve sanctIonprescn e . . . h' h
interchangeably, indicating by either an action on the p~rt 0: a b~neficmry w Ie
has some effect in moving the focal action in the dIrectIOn mtended by the

sanctioneL .
One final distinction concerns selection of a focal action, an a~tl0n t? be.

discouraged or encouraged by a norm, from a set of mutua~lyexclusl:e actlOn~.
In some cases the selection of the focal a.ction is largely ~r~ltrary, but ~n ot~erSl
is not. The former is exemplified by the convention of dnVl?g on the nght sIde 0
the road (or, in England and Australia, on the left). It is arbItrary whether the a
uon defined as correct is driving on the right or driving on .the left. Once. t
convention has been established, however, all are better off If each followst
convention. The interests in a particular direction of action depend on ~hether
is the action being carried out by others. If a convention has estabhshedt

. I 2
direction of a norm, I will call the norm a conventIona norm.
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Conjoint



make the benefits exceed the costs for each will the public good be provided. A
parallel problem exists for a public bad; for example, in overgrazing of a com
mons, each herd-owner's increase in grazing will increase his own benefits, but
at a cost to others. Only if all the herd-owners with access to the commons can
be induced to limit grazing by their animals will the grazing be reduced to the
level at which the land will produce maximum nutrition.

When an action generates externalities for others, they may be able to make
their interests felt through wholly individualistic means. For example, one of
them may engage in an exchange with the actor whose action imposes the
externalities, offering or threatening something to bring about the outcome he
desires. But this may not be possible if the externalities are spread among
several actors, no one of whom can profitably make such an exchange.

When exchange is possible, this gives a solution which is a special case of that
described by Coase in "The Problem of Social Cost" (1960). The general solu
tion is a market in rights of control, in which the actors who do not have control
of the action may purchase rights of control from those who do, the former being
limited only by their interest in the action and their resources. It is easy to see
that if there are no transaction costs in such a market, the outcome will be a
social optimum (which is defined only relative to the initial endowments of
resources of the various parties in the market), at which no further exchanges
are mutually beneficial. Those hurt by the level of action existing at the outcome
would be even more hurt by parting with the resources that the actor controlling
the action would take to limit it further.

In the case of a public good, each of the actors who is benefited by the actions
of others would exchange rights of control of his own action for rights of partial
control ofthe action of each of the others. For example, each resident in a town
might agree to the building of a public park and to contribute an equal fractio~ of
the cost. This constitutes a multilateral exchange in which each gives up the nght
not to contribute in return for the giving up of the same right by each of the
others. (I put aside for the present the question of how such a multilateral
exchange might be organized.)

Similar markets have been developed in regulation of environmental pollution.
The amount of total pollution allowed is not set by market forces, but marketing
of rights to pollute occurs among those who operate pollution-generating plants
(see Noll, 1983). Yet there are many activities in society in which markets in
rights of control cannot easily come into being, for one reason or another. In a
social situation in which one person is smoking and another finds it irritating, the
second can hardly say to the first, "How much will you take to stop smoking?"
A high-school girl at a party where all others present would like her to smoke
marijuana but who knows her parents would not can hardly ask for bids from the
two opposed sets of others for control of her action. There is a wide range of
situations in which an action has extensive externalities but a market in rights of
control of the action is either impracticable or illegal.

The condition under which interests in a norm, and thus demands for a norm,
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when academic activities are organized interscholastically, this can generate a
norm concerning studying. Striking cases of this may be found in a description of

competition in academic subjects among rural schools in Kentucky (Stuart, 1950,

seis that an action has similar externalities for a set of others, yet markets in
ts of control of the action cannot easily be established, and no single actor
profitably engage in an exchange to gain rights of control. Such interests do

{themselves constitute a norm, nor do they ensure that one will come into
ing. They create a basis for a norm, a demand for a norm on the part of those

eriencing certain externalities.
he externalities created by the action may, as indicated earlier, be positive or
tive. In high schools, for example, positive externalities are created by

etes who contribute to the success of a team, which in turn contributes to the
ool's general standing in the community (which in turn contributes to the
r students' feelings of well-being or pride). Often a norm does arise, one

ch. encourages potentially good athletes to devote their energies to in
cholastic sports. In contrast, students who get especially high grades create
alive externalities for other students, insofar as the teachers grade on the
ye.High-performing students increase for other students the effort necessary
eceive good grades, thus making matters more difficult for others. Often a

arises in this Case also; students impose a norm that restricts the amount of
put into schoolwork.4

OW a norm actually comes into being once a demand is created by exter
ties is a matter which I will examine in Chapter 11. But the genesis of a norm
ased in externalities of an action which cannot be overcome by simple trans-

Us that would put control of the action in the hands of those experiencing
xternalities.
eral points follow from this central premise. One implication is that the
tial beneficiaries of the norm will be all those who are affected in the same

lion by the action. If a norm does arise, it will be those persons who will
aright to have partial control over the action and who will exercise their
by attempting to impose normative sanctions on the actor performing the
to induce the direction that benefits them, often at that actor's expense. A
r implication is that a potential conflict of norms arises when an action has
ve externalities for one set of persons and negative externalities for an
'In the example of the high-school girl whose friends' approval is contin
n her smoking marijuana and whose parents' approval is contingent on her

oing so (or on their ignorance of her doing so), there are such opposing
llaIities. If she does not smoke, she dampens the party, destroys the con
s,and perhaps reminds some of those present of their similar normative

lets. If she does smoke and her parents learn of it, they are made unhappy
eir pride and trust in her are undercut.
e{structure of interests created by externalities in which norms have their

may be presented more systematically by using simple situations whose
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Table 10.1 Payoff matrix for two-person joint project.

5. This payoff structure is that of a prisoner's dilemma. See Luce and Raiffa (1957) or
Rapoport and Chammah (1965) for a discussion of this game.

outcomes can be described by payoff matrices such as are used in theory of
games. For example, suppose that two persons are told separately, "You may
take either of two actions: contribute $9 to a common project, or contribute
nothing. For each $3 that is contributed, an additional $1 will be earned by the
project (that is, there will be a return of $4 for each $3 contributed). The final
total will be divided equally between the two of you, regardless of who made a
contribution." Each can assess the net gains or losses for himself and for the
other, for each combination of actions. These are expressed in Table 10.1, where
the values of the outcome (in dollars) for each of the persons (AI and Az) are
given in each cell. 5

If neither contributes, there is no gain or loss for either. If AI contributes and
Az does not, AI's contribution of $9 plus the $3 earned will be divided equally,
giving $6 to each. For Az this will be a net gain, as indicated in the upper-right
hand cell of the table. But for AI the original $9 contribution must be subtracted,
giving him a net loss of $3. The gain and loss are reversed forthe case in which
Az contributes and AI does not.

This situation creates a pair of actions, each having externalities for the other
actor. As Table 10.1 indicates, AI's action (of contributing or not contributing)
makes a difference of $6 (between 3 and - 3 or between 6 and 0) to Az, and Az's
action makes a difference of $6 to AI' Furthermore, in both cases the exter
nalities go in the direction opposite to the actor's own interests. Each actor is
better off by not contributing (whichever action the other takes), but not con
tributing makes the other actor worse off. Finally, the external effects of the
other's action are greater for each than are the direct effects of his own action.
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far as I know, Erling Schild and Gudmund Heroes were the first (independently, in
point out that the simplest social solution to the prisoner's dilemma is exchange of

between the two players, an action which is rational for each. Beroholz (1984) has
aLSen's paradox of a Paretian liberal (discussed in some detail in Chapter 13), where

structure is that ofa prisoner's dilemma, is solved in the same way. If the exchange is
tat11tanleous, of course, but requires a promise on the part of one or both, it becomes

introduce some form of retribution.

j'.saction makes a difference of only $3 to him, but Az's action makes a
.. erence of $6-and similarly for A z.

he result of this situation is that each has an incentive not to contribute (since
'will lose $3 by so doing), and if both do not, each gets nothing. Yet if both did
Ilfribute, each would gain $3. The optimal action for each actor gives a social
fc()me which is not an optimum. Both would be better off if both took the
'onwhich is not individually optimal, that is, if both contributed to the
~eCt.

uch has been written about this structure of outcomes, but most of it is not
terest here. (For references to some of this literature, see Axelrod, 1984.)
tis of interest is Ullmann-Margalit's (1977) discussion of this structure as
gror or generating one type of norm, which she calls prisoner's dilemma
D) norms. Her argument is that such a structure of outcomes creates an
five for all parties involved to set up a norm that will constrain the behavior
chin the direction of carrying out the action that is better for the others (in
xample above, contributing to the joint project). In the terminology in
ced earlier, such a structure of interdependence of actions creates exter-

'esfor each and thus an interest on the part of each in the creation of a norm.
situations of this sort, however, where two persons' actions affect each
in the way shown in Table 10.1, a norm is not necessary at all. Either

tl<can propose an exchange in which each gives the other rights of control
action and gets rights of control of the other's action. 6 Each has resources

n action) that are of more value to the other than the resources held by
other (the other's action). Thus by exchanging rights of control each gets
ething that is worth more to him than what he gives up. Each will exercise
control over the other's action in the direction which benefits himself, and in

Jig will bring about a social optimum. In the example above AI will contrib
i's$9, A z will contribute AI's $9, and both will gain $3 as the outcome.
ere there is a pair of interdependent actions for which the self-interested
of each imposes negative (or positive) externalities on the other that are
than the benefits (or costs) that the other's own self-interested action

,a mutually profitable exchange is always possible in principle. Logistics
f course, preclude such exchange. In the game-theoretic analysis of the
r's dilemma, the possibility of exchange is excluded, because by assump

eplayers cannot communicate. But no such constraint is necessary here.
can arise only where there is communication; thus bilateral exchange is

Ie in all those two-actor cases where the possibility for a norm exists.

0, 0

-3, 63, 3

6, -3

Not
Contribute contribute

Contribute
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terns of More Than Two Actors

when p~irwise .exchanges cannot bring about a social optimum that interests
.norm anse.Thls may be illustrated by expanding the joint project described
ler to a common project involving three actors. Again, each has the alterna
of contributing $9 or nothing. For every $3 contributed, the product will be

'The total product will be divided equally among the three. Table 10.2 shows
outcomes for each combination of actions. Since the situation is symmetric
the three actors, these outcomes can be summarized more compactly as
y-rn in Table 10.3. '

~e situ~tion here is fundamentally different from that shown in Table 10.1. It
tposslble for two of the three actors to exchange control over their actions
ain by so doing. If there are no contributions, giving no net gain or loss to
,and then Al exchanges control with Az, each contributing for the other,

.~other so.urce of asy~m~tr~ is hi~den. by the symmetry of this example. Even for
tIes for whIch all actors slmJlar actIOns Impose externalities on the others the exter-
es may ~e ~nequal, providing sanctioning opportunities for some actors that do not exist

rs. Thls.ls related to interpersonal comparison of utilities, and, as will be evident later, a
tuntanglm~ of that issue will be important for the analysis of norms as well as other
s of the SOCial system.

. Another.type of i~plicit exchange, which may be more common empirically,
~no.t pre~lsely ~qU1valent to those described above. If two actors have a social
telahons~lp, WhICh as described in Chapter 12 consists of a set of obligations and
GxpectatIons (assumed for the present to be symmetric), various actions by each

ay a~ect the outcome of an exchange. If Al wants to prevent an action of A
z
,

~hlCh lmp.oses a cost o~ h.im of $6 but benefits Az by only $3, AI has only to
l~troduce. mto the negotiatIOns some other event which he controls that has a
gst for ~lm of less than $6 and a benefit for Az of more than $3. A promise or a
r~at Wlt~ re.spect to this event may serve Al as well as, or better than, the

.tIon WhICh IS analogous to the action of Az he wants to control. To state it
iffer~mtly, one actor need not use as a sanction for another actor the same kind
fac~IOn as the action he is sanctioning. For example, if one actor is late for a
eetmg, the other need not show up late for the next meeting; he can express
ap.proval, or he can threaten to break off the meetings altogether (if the
etmgs are of sufficie.nt interest to the first actor to make this a credible threat).

~e other events may mclude some for which the costs to the sanctioning actor
z~v~ry .small y:t the other actor's interest may be sufficiently great that the

chon IS effectIve.

tis im~o~tant to recognize these additional possibilities that actors may have
sanctIOmn~ ~ne another because they lend importance to the existence of
er e:ents hnkmg the actors. Attention to these additional possible sanctions
Iso lmpo.rtant b~~au~e of the potential asymmetries in sanctioning that may
ltfrom mequahtIes m actors' control of events of interest to others.9
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7. Whether or not such bilateral exchanges are considered to be norms is purely a matter of
convention. I choose not to consider them to be norms because they do not exhibit the
mental problem that must be overcome when no mutually profitable two-person exchange is
possible but some n-person exchange is possible, where n is greater than 2. This fuuldalnelltal
problem, called the second-order free-rider problem, is discussed in Chapter 11.

8. This is a fundamental point on which Axelrod (1984, p. 49), who discusses the growth
cooperation between two players in iterated prisoner's dilemmas, exhibits confusion. At
points he seems to be asserting that pairwise interactions in large populations, where the
two parties will meet only very infrequently, will generate the same cooperation as found in
pairwise "tournaments." In general, however, Axelrod's work in that book demonstrates
point made here: that bilateral exchanges, explicit or implicit, are sufficient, without mtlroduc
tion of a norm, to arrive at a social optimum in pairwise interactions with externalities.
Coleman (1986b) for examination of social-structural conditions under which contact
individuals does not allow such agreements, implicit or explicit, to be effective.

There is an apparent exception in those cases where communication exists be
fore and after the action, but not during the action itself. However, anyagree
ments reached before the action or any retributions taken after the action need
make no reference to a norm, but can be treated wholly within the framework of
bilateral exchange-although possibly of course requiring introduction of no
tions of trust and mutual trust, as discussed in Chapter 5.7

The one true exception, in which the social optimum is not attained by an
individualistic solution or by a bilateral exchange, is where the actions are pair
wise, but the two actors are not in contact either before or after the action (or
will meet only in the distant future), and thus have no opportunity either to make
an agreement or to carry out the terms of a prior agreement.8 In that case a norm,
in which sanctions are imposed by others who are in contact with the actors after
the action, can bring about a social optimum; bilateral exchange cannot.

It is best to clarify what the word "exchange" implies in the current context,
for the example may otherwise be misleading. The imagery evoked by exchange
in the context of this example is that one actor approaches another with an offer,
"You let me make your decision, and I will let you make mine" or "Let us
contribute together" or something similar. This is certainly what happens in
some cases. In an examination of the emergence of norms, however, it is appro
priate to conceive of a succession of comparable projects, extending over time,
in which a new decision arises each time. This expands the possibilities to
incorporate exchanges, implicit or explicit, that cover two or more projects (for
example, "If you fail to contribute this time, I will not contribute next time").
This conception is especially relevant for those cases in which it is not logis
tically possible to exchange control or rights to control on a given occasion. It is
also relevant for those cases in which there is no project involving simultaneous
contribution but separate actions of each actor which exhibit the same pattern of
internal and external effects. For example, a person must decide whether to take
an action, such as watching his neighbor's house while the neighbor is away, that
has a net cost for him but benefits his neighbor. His neighbor, in a similar
situation, must make the same decision.



. . . $8 IfA is contributing, AI and Az each gain
they end up losmg $1 whl1e A3 gamsh' 3 t 1 with each contributing for the
$4 without an exchange.. If they ex.c angehco;t~~~ $1 worse off than they would
other, the gain for each IS $3, makmg eac 0

be without the exchange. b' d d to change their actions from not
Only if both Az and A3 can ~ m utce A's contrl'bution does it become

'b f ontmgen on 1 'contributing to contn u mg, c t I such a case the outcome for
A .., such an arrangemen. n .

profitable for I to Jom 1~ . f $3 Thus a compact among the three IS

each changes from no gam to ~ gam 0 h One form of compact is a norm, by
necessary to bring about a gam to .eac l' er held by each actor, but for each

. . h t 'bute or not IS no ong
which the ng t to con n ., h' that it can be said that each comes to
is held by the other two. It IS m t IS way

have interests in a ~orm. d . this case is one in which, if a norm arises
The structure of mterd~~en ence mwith the same actors being targets and

at all, it will be.a conJomt nOt.r~, m not a conventional one, because there
beneficiaries. It will be an essen la nor ,

Table 10.2 Payoff matrix for three-person common project.
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Right

LeftRight

Left
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Left

0, 0, ° -4, -6, -4 -4, -4, 6 -6, -4, -4

-6, -4, -4 0, 0, ° -4, -6, -4 0, 0, °

Left

of payoffs that can generate a conventional norm, exemplified by the norm of
the right or to the left when passing on a sidewalk, is as follows:

The Adolescent Society (Coleman, 1961) for various examples among high-school

Right

Norms Arise Only When There Are Externalities ofActions?

reare some norms which seem not to be generated by an action's imposition
xternalities on others. For example, in high schools certain subgroups of girls
Oys will have strong norms about how their members dress. II In the 1950s
k.tail haircuts constituted observance of a norm by certain groups of boys.
ta.ingroups of girls wore bobby socks (or even a particular color of bobby
s); certain groups of boys wore white bucks, and others black leather jack
Il Jerusalem some women keep their heads and arms covered, and some

black yarmulkes, reflecting membership in an orthodox Jewish com-
ch:ara.cte:ri2:ed by a particular set of religious observances. In Cairo some

wholly in black with heavy black veils covering their faces, reflect
IIli~mberstlip in a Muslim community characterized by a particular set of

observances. In rural Pennsylvania some women wear bonnets and
ri~c:ol()red clothes without buttons, reflecting membership in an Amish com-

characterized by a particular set of religious observances.

Iledirection of action that benefits each (contributing) and one that does not.
would be possible to construct a similar artificial example and matrix of
~fomes for which interdependence would generate interest in a conventional
rm. But that is straightforward and self-evident, and I will not present it
eoJ°For a disjoint norm the matter is somewhat different, and I will put aside

ination of such norms until a later point. It is, however, useful to examine a
stion that arises concerning some conventional norms, where the exter
ities imposed by one actor's action on the others are not immediately ap-
erit.

o
4
8

Not contribute

Noncontributors

A2
Contribute Not contribute

Gains or losses to-

-5
-1

3

Contributors

Contribute
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o
1
2
3

A2
C tribute Not contribute

Number of
contributions

on

-1, 8, -1 -1, -1, 8 -5, 4, 4
3, 3, 3

,

4, 4, -5 4, -5, 4 0, 0, 0
8, -1, -1

Summary of outcomes for three-person common project.

Contribute

Table 10.3

Not contribute
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ote on the Concept ofFunction in Social Theory

fpe pre~eding examination of the use of norms by sets of actors, I have
Ided usmg the term "function," although it would be natural to have written
~~ample,. that "~ets of pe~sons develop norms not only to serve a protectiv~
y.t.IOn agam.st actions that Impose negative externalities, but also to perform
ItIV~ functions for them." I have avoided using the term because of the
u.sIOn surrou?ding its use in social theory. In particular, radical versions of
tlon.al analys~s have purported to explain the existence of a phenomenon by
nction..In th~s context that would mean explaining the emergence of a norm
.e functions It serves for the set of actors who hold it.
s.hould. be clear, however, that the functions a norm serves for those who
It, or, m t?e ter~s I have used, their interests in the norm, are not sufficient
ge:~lanation o~ ItS ~~ergence or continued existence. The fact that a set of
rSIS Int~rested m gaInmg the right to control the actions of individual actors

su.fficlent as an explanation for their coming to gain that right. In the
llation of the e~~rgence of norms given in this book, that is only the first of

necessary cond~tion~. The condition under which those interests will be
ed, to be examIned m the next chapter, is the second half of the explana-

Thus ~~e norm, whicn at the outset only constrains actions having negative
xternal~ties, has the potential to induce actions that bring positive externalities

py creatmg a st~tus group of those who hold the norm. That potential is realized,
however, only .If the norm is elaborated in such a way to make entry into the
st~tus group dIfficult. If a set of actors is capable of establishing a norm of
etiquet~e to meet the demand for reducing negative externalities in interaction,
then thIS set of.act~rs, comprising a status group, is also capable of elaborating

e norm to mamtam the distinctiveness of that group. (The question of whether
he set of act~rs will be able to establish a norm of etiquette is, of course, an
pen one: WhICh cannot be answered merely by specifying that persons have
pmmon ~nterest~ in eliminating negative externalities or encouraging positive
nes. I WIll examme that question in Chapter 11.)
It is not only norms of etiquette that can be generated and used by status
oups as des~ribed above. Standards of speech, elaborate norms of dress, or

?rms of fashIOn are used in the same way. A social system may contain a
Ierarchy of status groups, in which members of a group that is neither at the top
or at the ?ott.om attempt both to conform to the norms of the next higher group
pd to mamtam the norms of their group in order to keep out those below.
'What I have outlined in this section indicates that sets of persons develop

grms not o~l~ to serve as protective devices against actions that impose nega
externalIties, but also to perform positive services. This is more conjectural

11 much of the theory in this book and clearly requires empirical study, in
er to test the theory and elaborate its details.
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Status Groups, Norms of Etiquette, and Standards of Speech

Norms of etiquette, such as those studied by Elias (1982) and mentioned earlier
in this chapter, are somewhat different from norms about dress maintained by a
group such as a religious group. As Elias showed, elementary norms of etiquette
are essential norms, constraining the target actor's behaviorso that it is attentive
to the interests of those interacting with that actor. At the same time, however,
norms of etiquette create a status group composed of those who conform to
them. Because their actions attend to the interests of others in the vicinity, they
can make a claim to be "better" than those who do not observe the norms.
Action in conformity with a norm of etiquette creates a positive externality for
members of the status group, who hold the norm, by differentiating them from
those who do not hold it-just as in the case of religiously prescribed dress
codes. Since membership in the status group is defined by conformity to the
norm, however, anyone who acts in conformity with the norm can enter the
group. The norm will not give a positive externality for members of the group
unless conformity to the norm is sufficiently difficult that outsiders cannot easily
enter the group.

12. Dietary restrictions may be more than conventional. Some have arisen for reasons
health or reasons of scarcity. For an examination of the use of rules of etiquette in diff'erenti<lt
ing one group from another, see Elias, 1982.

All these norms about dress are conventional norms, despite the doctrinal
rationale for the direction that some of them take. But how is it that a member's
action in conformity with the particular norm creates a positive externality for
other members of the group? For persons who have come to constitute a group
and want to differentiate themselves from others, common dress constitutes a
very efficient means of doing so. Each member's obeying the norm strengthens
the expression of group solidarity and the differentiation from others. Observ
ance of rules about dress is similar to observance of dietary norms, rules of
etiquette, and other differentiating characteristics (see Goode, 1960; 1978).12
Observance by fellow members aids and supports each member, and failure to
observe constitutes a threat to the solidarity of the group. This is an instance in
which a derivation from theory can aid research. Measurement of the strength of
dress codes and their degree of observance in a particular subgroup can show the
strength of interest of the members in subgroup membership.

Dress codes illustrate a form of conventional norm for which externalities do
not exist prior to and independent of the norm. They contrast with conventions
such as driving on the right, for which negative externalities exist in the absence
of the norm and the norm provides benefits by reducing them. Dress codes exist
where the strength of members' interest in group membership is sufficiently
great that an opportunity for positive externalities exists. The dress code makes
possible those positive externalities by prescribing dress that will declare one's
group identity to other members and to nonmembers.



The common tendency of many theorists carrying out "functional analyses"
to explain a phenomenon solely by its function is the principal failing of ~unc
tional analysis as a theoretical paradigm. For a theorist to go beyond thIS, to
examine how a phenomenon has come into existence, requires going from the
macrosociallevel down to the level of actors, thus abandoning the paradigm of
functional analysis for a paradigm that, like the one used in this book, contains
actors and a theory of action. 13
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here are other problems with the Coase theorem. If rights allocation does not matter,
right to steal or to kill without fear of sanction should lead to outcomes no different
ohtcomes aJrising in the absence of such rights: The potential victim need only buy off

a.1or at a mutually satisfactory price. In such a social system physical strength and
()weapons become the principal resources of value. More generally, the Coase theorem
the fact that rights allocations can affect the incentive to impose externalities on others
pIe, in the form ofthreats); it treats externalities as necessary by-products ofactivities
ut for other purposes.

closer to the problem of disjoint norms than is at first apparent-for law and
ocial norms are close relatives in the family of social control mechanisms, and
he structure of the situation examined by Coase (one actor or set of actors

'mposing externalities on a different set) is, according to the theory presented in
his chapter, exactly that in which a demand for a disjoint norm arises.

Coase (1960) argued that legal allocation of rights to the actor or actors carry
g. out the activity that produced the externalities or to the actor or actors

x.periencing them was irrelevant to the question of whether the activity would
pntinue (the Coase theorem). Ifthe activity was economically efficient, it would
ontinue (with rights to impose the externalities purchased by the actor produc-

them, if necessary); if the activity was not economically efficient, it would
()tcontinue (with rights to produce the externalities purchased from the actor
toducing them, if necessary). There are conditions attached to the Coase
~orem, such as absence of transaction costs, the existence of a market value
tithe costs imposed by the activity, and negligible effects of the legal allocation
rights on the distribution of resources within which economic efficiency must
defined. The theorem is directly relevant to the case of disjoint norms, how-

er, for Coase's point is that there is an economic value to the activity that
duces the externalities and an economic cost created by the externalities, and
.ut only if) the former exceeds the latter, the activity will continue, indepen
of who pays the costs. The possibility oftransactions outside the context of

ternalities themselves (that is, the possibility of purchase of rights by one
or the other) is what brings this about.

lIe implication of this theorem for disjoint norms is that if the externalities
osed by the activity are sufficiently great that the persons experiencing them

otivated to induce the actor to cease, and if those persons have the re
es to make that motivation effective, then they will do so, whether or not a
isin existence (that is, whether or not the informal rights to control the

nare held by them). This implies that a norm (or a law) is superfluous and
diimake the existence of norms or laws inexplicable.
,\vis the logic of Coase's argument consistent with the existence of norms
liws? The answer lies in the assumption on which the Coase theorem is

·.·.ii •. that there are no transaction costs in inducing the actor to cease carrying
eaction when he has the rights. 16 There are, however, transaction costs in
6cial systems, and a norm can reduce the transactions necessary to achieve
llyefficient outcomes. When rights are held by those experiencing the
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What Constitlltes Social Efficiency?
Most of the analysis of the preceding sections has been concerned with conjoint
norms for which the set of persons experiencing externalities from the focal
action'is the same as the set of persons who carry out the focal action and
thereby impose externalities on others. In such a circumstance and with a gro~p
which is homogeneous, exemplified in Table 10.2, the concept of social
efficiency, or a social optimum, is straightforward, because interests for and
against the action are contained within the same a~tors. If the benefits t~a~ e~ch
obtains from his own action are less than the costs Imposed by all others sImI1~r
action then the emergence of a norm is socially efficient. All will be better off if
tliere is a norm. 14 The achievement of social .efficiency in this case lie~5 in a
redistribution of rights of control over each actIOn to the group as whole. But
with a group that is not homogeneous, it becomes more problematic to define
social efficiency. The balancing of positive and negative interests in each acto.r's
action is no longer straightforward. The difficulty is most easily seen by t~~I~g
to disjoint norms, where the externalities are imposed by a set .of actors dIsJomt
from those experiencing the externalities, who are the potential holders of the

norm. . .
How can one say whether a norm is socially efficient? In the case.of a cO~Jomt

norm within a homogeneous group, the establishment of the norm eIther bnngs .a
gain to each member and is socially efficient or brings a loss to ~a~h and IS
. ffi 'ent But establishment of a disjoint norm makes the benefiCIanes betterme CI . 'gh
off (through the rights they gain) and the targets worse off (throug~ the n ts
they lose). At this point Coase's 1960 paper on the problem of social c~st be
comes directly relevant. Coase was not concerned with norms but wIth the
question of how cases involving externalities imposed by one actor on
should be decided in law. Who should pay the social costs? That problem

13. See Nagel (1970) and Stinchcombe (1968) for examinations of the logic of funlcti<mal

analysis. . . ecolionlists'
14 By a socially efficient state or a social optimum, I mean the analogue to

noti;n of economic efficiency. I do not mean the much weaker concept of a Paret~ opltiffi111m.
For a disjoint norm, both the existence of the norm and its absence ~re ~areto-oPtimal
since no move from either state to the other can be made without hurt~ng elthe~ the belleficiaJries
of the norm or its targets. Only one ofthe two states, however, is socially effiCient. See
2 and Chapter 29 for fuller discussions of social efficiency.

15. This statement is given greater precision in Chapter 30.
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externalities and those rights are recognized by the target actor, then the action
is inhibited without any transaction occurring. Sanctions are unnecessary and
will be applied in only two circumstances: when a target actor misinterprets the
situation and incorrectly believes his power is sufficient to allow him success
fully to ignore the norm; and when the target actor does have sufficient power,
but the norm holders misinterpret the situation, believing they can successfully

sanction the action.
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may not be the case. Hoarding merely transfers the common stock to individual
of the norm may reduce availability in another way, since individuals may

their hoards elsewhere.

() Similar Results Holdfor Conjoint Norms?

the case of disjoint norms, control over events other than the focal action is
ortant. What about conjoint norms? In examining those norms, using the
mple of the common project, I directed attention principally to the focal
iOn itself, with the social optimum defined only in terms of those actions
ichproduced a public good or public bad. The implications of the preceding
tWn, however, are that all the events controlled by target actors or by

fiCiaries of the norm that are of interest to actors in the system become
ant in defining the social optimum. Analyzing conjoint norms as if the only
tce an actor has at his disposal is the action of contributing or failing to
'bute to a common project ignores those other events.
efesources relevant to defining the effective demand for a norm consist of

s that have nothing to do with the norm. They are primarily disapproving
ents and withdrawal of respect, actions which are of differential interest
rget actor depending on who the sanctioner is and who the target actor is.
sider an example introduced earlier, the one about tea bags. Assume that
ance of an antihoarding norm makes each person better off. 17 The norm is
(lint norm. Suppose that there is one person in the organization who has
~~t power (the boss) that his disapproval of a sanction would outweigh the
~s of the sanction; there is no distribution of sanctioning costs that will
the benefits for each outweigh the costs to each. If that is the case, this

e boss, could hoard tea bags without being sanctioned, but all other tea
in the organization would be sanctioned by one another. Only if the

orientation argue that they do (see Gluckman, 1955; 1963). That answer is cor
rect, but only for the distribution of power that exists in such societies, a distri
bution in which men and older women have a great deal of power. If that highly
unequal distribution of power were not taken as given, it could not be said that
the norms result in a social optimum. (See Chapter 30 for further discussion.)

The second example that illustrates this point is the fact that even when a
norm exists for which they are among the target actors, wealthy and powerful
members of traditional societies are often not subject to effective sanctions.
Their actions are less impeded by the norm because, given the distribution of

ower, the sanctioner or sanctioners cannot apply the sanctions without losing
ore than is gained by bringing about observance of the norm. This result is not
e to an inability to share the cost of the sanction; it occurs because the total
sts of applying the sanction to a powerful person are greater than the benefits

thieved by the sanction, merely because of the differential power.
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The Importance of Other Resources for Disjoint Norms

Enforcement of what is socially optimal through the reallocation of rights and
the threat of sanctions implies the possibility that the actors who experience the
externalities can use their control overevents other than the actions creating the
externalities-events in which the target actor has an interest. It is their control
of such events that allows the events to be used as sanctions or potential sanc
tions, and it is the importance (or "value") of those events that determines

whether the sanctions will be effective.
When the social optimum is that an action not take place, the action will be

constrained and the social optimum achieved only if those experiencing the
externalities have the requisite social relationships to both bring a potentially
effective norm into existence and make it effective. I will discuss this problem in
the next chapter and will show some of the ways in which the p.otential~y eff~c
tive demand for a norm may be realized. The absence of social relatIOnshIps
among those experiencing the externalities will prevent the social optimum from
being attained, if that optimum is observance of the relevant norm. .

There is, however, a more important qualification, which concerns the eXIst
ing distribution of rights and resources, that is, o! cont~ol of ~vents by acto.rs.
Just as in the case of economic efficiency, the social optlmum IS defined rel~tlv~
to an existing distribution of rights and resources (see Chapter 30). If that distn
bution is highly unequal, this implies that the interests of some actors count f~r
much more than do the interests of others. Those actors having more power wIll
be able to impose disjoint norms to govern the actions of those having less
power, and they will be able to counter effectively norms imposed to govern
their actions and to resist sanctions applied to enforce those norms: . ••••.

This situation is illustrated by two kinds of examples from traditlonal SOC~
eties. One concerns norms governing the actions of women. In ma~y such SOCI
eties there are stringent and effective norms governing the b.ehavIOr.of unmar
ried women, the behavior of married women, and the behavIOr of wIdows, bu
not similar norms governing the behavior of men. The target actors ~re wo~e~

but the actors benefiting from the constraints and ensuring that sanctlons wIll\?
applied to violators are generally men of all ages and women older than th.e targ~
actors, that is, actors other than the targets. Do these no~ms, t~gether wI~h th:
observance, give a social optimum? Social anthropologIsts WIth a functIOnali.
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roughout this chapter I have examined norms one by one, as though they
xisted independently. Some norms are relatively independent, but this is not
enerally true. Norms, like laws, are related to one another; in some cases these
elations are hierarchical and in some cases due to overlapping jurisdictions. The
xploration of such relations constitutes a major task in itself, one that is beyond
he scope of a treatment of the foundations of social systems.

A question that necessarily arises in such an investigation is whether an analy
is of systemic relations of norms must make the descent from macro to micro
$vel and the ascent from micro to macro level. That is, must actors be brought

~s intervening elements, or can a system of norms be analyzed as relations
ong norms per se? The question is comparable to one concerning the relations
()ng laws that make up a system of common law: Does the study of common
have to go outside the body of laws itself and examine the actions of individ
actors? One answer to this question is obtained by observing the way con
ftion of legal theory is actually carried out. It is carried out by examination

cases, cases involving actors taking actions, other actors experiencing the
~s~quences of those actions, and judges giving justifications for the resolution
c1.isputes about liability for those consequences. In carrying out such examina-

legal theorists infer a general principle (that is, the common law) from the
ution of specific cases. Each of these cases involves a descent to the micro

l,even though the law itself, the principle as it has evolved, is a system-level
erty.
f?e examination ofjurisdictional questions and questions involving conflicts
~en different laws, legal theorists proceed in the same way, carrying out
inations at the micro level of specific cases of actors and events, control

interests, in order to make generalizations about the relations between laws.
ese purely methodological issues do not enter into the substance of theory
~lTIing systems of laws or systems of norms. The conclusion I draw from the
cter of legal scholarship is that research on systemic relations among
~is also best carried out not through analyses (whether formal or not) of the
llct content of norms, but by moving back and forth between micro and
glevels at each interface between two norms, examining the way the con-
(or other contact) between norms comes about and how actors resolve

five conflict.
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boss had internalized a norm against such an action would he not hoard. This
scenario bears a striking resemblance to those traditional societies in which the
wealthy and powerful are able to ignore certain norms without being sanctioned.

The question, then, is this: Is a social optimum achieved if the norm ~s v~~lated
by this one actor, through an unsanctioned action which reducesaval1abI~I~.of
tea bags for all others? The answer is yes, just as it was for the caseofa dIsJomt
norm discussed earlier. The social roptimum is the state in which the powetful
actor does not ever experience reduced availability of tea bags, but even has
them during teinporary shortages, and each of the others experiences slightl.y
reduced availability. But, just as in the example from traditional SQcieties, this
social optimum is based on the existing distribution of rights and resources (that
is, control over events) held by members of the Ol;ganization. The statement that
a social optimum is achieved when the availability of tea bags to the average
actor is maximized is incorrect if it contains the implicit assumption that the
availability of tea bags to each actor should be weighted equally in arriving at the
availability to the average actor. Only if the powerful actor i~ .given a ,,:eig?t
proportional to his power in the system is there a correct ~efimtl~n of ~vallabl1
ity. In the mathematical model described in Part V, the different~al weIghts. are
derived from the power of different actors: the equilibrium (that IS, the SOCIally
efficient state, or the social optimum) is based on the initial distribution of

resources.
Certain implications that are not obvious follow from the differential p~wer of

actors to exercise sanctions and to violate a norm. Perhaps the most straIghtfor
ward is the implication that those who because of greater pow~r would.be
likeliest to impose a sanction on others (because an equally effectlve sanctlon
would cost them less) would also be those most likely to violate the norm
(because others would have less power to sanction them). The same implication
follows from differential interest in the focal action. For example, a person for
whom the availability of tea bags is especially important should be more likely to
violate a norm against hoarding and should also be more likely to sanction others
for violating such a norm. There is, however, the fact that violating a n~rm ~an
put one at a disadvantage with respect to sanctioning others, so norm VIOlatIOn
and sanctioning tend to preclude one another. Thus it is probably more correct
to state these implications as follows: Norm violation and sanctioning. shou1?
both be positively associated with power in the system, although possIb~~ nO
with each other; and norm violation and sanctioning should both be p~SItlvel
associated with interest in the focal action, although possibly not WIth eaC

other.
The various issues surrounding the emergence and observance of norms an

sanctioning as discussed in this chapter are difficult to describe precisely wit
words. This is especially true for issues involving relative power and the use.o
resources that go beyond the focal action. The results given here, together WIt
others that require formal derivation, are shown more precisely in Chapter 3

where these questions are reexamined with the aid of a formal model.
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dian-Rights Bank

iIllilarity of the fundamental problem of the three-actor project to one
nted in economic markets where there is no medium of exchange or
bank raises the question of whether there are other possible solutions

ous to what has come about in economic markets. One possibility is
ted by the fact that the rights of control of each actor's actions have for
particular value, as well as having a particular value for others in the
. For example, in the project of Table 10.2 the contribution of Al has for
alue of (minus) $5, and it has for the other two actors, taken together, a
f$8. Suppose all actors agree that each actor will deposit in a central
'the right to control his action in this event. Then this action-rights bank
wotypes of shares in the right to determine AI's action, which it sells at

a.re: shares for the right to use the right in a positive direction, that is, to
contribution; and shares for the right to use the right in a negative

11, that is, not to make a contribution. Each actor in the system may offer
riynumber of shares in each right. Whichever set of shares, positive or

hese exchanges took place, then each actor would exercise the control he
sessed in a way that benefited him (as well as one of the other two): A3 would

it AI; A2 would commit A3 ; and Al would commit A2 • But the first ex
ge, between Al and A2 , would take place only if both actors knew that a
rid exchange was possible-for without that further exchange each would
"fing up something worth more to him than what he received. Furthermore,
the exchange between Al and A2 had been made, A3 would find it not to his
t to exchange control with either. Thus the transactions would end after

xchange between Al and A2 , and both would end up losing while A3 gained.
is solution depends not only on A3's willingness to carry out the second
nge, but also on a condition often not found: the knowledge on the part of

A2 that further transactions will be available to make an initially
fitable exchange a profitable one. As is evident from the study of primitive

s of economic exchange, the development of such a sequence of ex
s(by which objects come to have a value in exchange apart from their

for the actor, leading the actor to acquire them for further exchange) is not
e(see Einzig, 1966).

h.anges among the three actors (A), A2 , and A3), in which actors Al and A2

~exchanged rights of control, and then A2 , having the right to control AI'S
lon, exchanged this for the right to control A3's action. After these exchanges
rights of control are distributed as follows (where Ei refers to the contribu
of Ai):The Realization

of Effective Norms

1. As indicated earlier, when there are only two alternative actions, as in this case, there/·.
no distinction between prescriptive and proscriptive norms.

« 11 »

In the preceding chapter I examined the conditions which lead to the demand for
a norm, that is, to interest in the creation of a norm and in the imposition of
sanctions to bring about its observance. I said nothing about the conditions
which allow this demand to be realized by bringing into being a norm and
sanctions. The question which must still be answered is this: What is required to
get from interests in a norm to the actual existence of a norm backed by sanc
tions?

It is useful to clarify what I mean by the qualification "backed by sanctions."
tn the preceding chapter I defined the existence of a norm as the state in which a
socially defined right to control an actor's action is held not by the actor but by
others. If a norm exists, it may be generally observed by target actors even
though they find it against their immediate interests to do so. Sanctions may
seldom be necessary. But unless the beneficiaries of a norm have the capability
of applying effective sanctions when necessary, it is meaningless to say that they
hold the right to control the action. (To say that there is an effective sanction
does not imply that the sanction is always effective or effective for all target
actors, but that it is effective for at least some target actors some of the time.)
Thus, when I use the terms "effective norm" and "effective sanctions," I mean
that the potential for enforcement exists for at least some of the focal actions.

The fundamental problem exhibited in the common project involving three
actors used as an example in the preceding chapter is one of social organization.
In the two-actor project (Table 10.1), each person has the resources to prevent
the other from imposing negative externalities on him (or, equivalently in thi
case, to induce the other to act in a way that brings about positive externalities).
This is not so in the three-actor project (Table 10.2). No single actor can ex
change control with a single other to their mutual benefit. The externalities ofth~

actions of each for anyone of the others are less than each actor's own effect on
his gains. If a social optimum is to be achieved in such a case, something beyong
pairwise exchange is necessary.

For a project like that of Table 10.2, one solution is a sequence of pairwisy
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(b)(a)
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Structures of relations among actors that have differing potentials for
the emergence of a norm.

~.

cial Relationships in Support of Sanctions

the ~bsence of an externally imposed solution to the public-good problem
tne kInd. of combined action is necessary if a social optimum is to be attained:
~combIned action can be the mutual transfer of rights that constitutes estab
~tnent of a norm; but for the norm to be effective there must also be an
~c~ive sanction to enforce it, if any of the actors should give indications that
.will not contribute. This in turn depends on the existence of a social relation
lpbetween two actors affected by the actions of a third. Fig 11.1 shows two

s: In part a actor AI's action has an effect on A2 and A3 (as shown by the
~), who have no social relationship with one another. Their social relations
lth other actors, A4 and As. In part b there are the same effects of AI's

ns, but actors A2 and A3 have a social relationship (the content of which I
discuss shortly).
the case depicted in Figure 11.1(a), any sanction by A or A to direct A 's
?so that it is not inimical to their interests must ~e ap;lied by eit~er
endently. As is shown for the three-actor common project in Table 10.2,
ercan do so: A threat to AI by A2 not to contribute if AI fails to contribute
A j by only $4, and AI's not contributing gains him $5. In contrast as
in Figure 11.1(b), a social relationship between A2 and A3 may make it

of these properties.~SeeMargolis, 1982, for criticism of their device.) All of
however, goes beyond the subject of norm emergence being addressed

ere.

There is an alternative sometimes used by individuals who anticipate benefits
oma common ~ctivity but have difficulty in overcoming the free-rider problem.
hey ~ay vest nghts .of con~rol over their actions in a leader, creating a conjoint
t~onty system. ThIS reqUIres, of course, a high level of trust in the leader to
tm ~erms of t~e f~llowers' interests, trust which sometimes is placed when a
tentmlleader IS VIewed as having charismatic qualities.
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negative, is more heavily subscribed is sold to the offerers, who pay the central
bank (the actors on the other side get their money refunded) and receive the
positive or negative right.

In the specific case being considered, the right to control AI's action in a
positive direction is worth $4 to A2 and $4 to A3 • Assume that A2 and A3 make an
agreement that each will offer to buy $3 worth of shares. That $6 is more than it
is worth to AI to offer for negative shares; they are worth only $5 to him. Thus if
he has bought $5 worth of negative shares, his $5 is refunded to him, the positive
right is given t() A2 or A3 (it doesn't matter which since it must only be used to
bring about a positive action), and the $6 is given to AI' Next AI is required to
contribute $9, as a result of the positive right's being exercised by A2 or A3 . Then
each actor gets $4 back as a return from that contribution. The result is that A2

and A3 gain $1 each, having paid in $3 and recovered $4, and AI gains $1 ($6 - $9
+ $4). Similar transactions involving rights to control A2's and A3's contributing
would result in AI. A2, and A3 each gaining $3 overall.

Such a system would create a social optimum through a device comparable to
a central bank and a market with a medium of exchange. The procedures of the
action-rights bank have, in effect, overcome the public-good problem confronted
by AI. A2 , and A3 • The mental construction of such a device gives some insight
into the character of the problem to which norms are addressed.

Although such an action-rights bank may seem strange, a majority voting
system in which actors vote for passage or dtrfeat of a project has striking
similarities to it. In both cases each actor has partial rights of control over the
action at issue. The depositing of rights of control over an action in the action·
rights bank is analogous to the constitutional decision that certain rights will be
held collectively rather than individually. These rights of control are then par
titioned into votes, or shares of partial control. In casting a vote, a voter is
exercising a right in the direction ofa positive outcome or a negative outcome, as
in the case of the action-rights bank.

There are, of course, also differences. In collectivities where actions are de
cided on by majority vote, shares in the right to control the action are distribute
on a basis whereby each qualified member or citizen receives one share, no
through the sale of shares. A member or citizen cannot alter his fraction 6
control over the event, as an actor can in the case of the action-rights banK,
except by casting or not casting his vote, an action which has trivial costs £
him. This has two implications: His control over the event is independent of
resources, that is, his wealth; and his control over the event is independent of
interests in it. (In certain cases the costs in time are not trivial. This mak
voting dependent both on interests [positively] and on earnings [negatively].F
an examination of such a case in India, see Goel, 1975.) This suggests possilJ
directions of modification of voting systems in ways that would make ea
voter's control ofthe event dependent on his interests but still independent of
wealth. (Tideman and Tullock, 1976, and Groves and Ledyard, 1977, have p
posed a "demand-revealing" method for arriving at a social choice that
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Sanction

Not sanction

Payoff matrix for two potential sanctioners in three-person common
project.

'The second-order public-good problem is indicated in the statement of the
eold mouse who finally rose in the council, after a proposed solution (that a
be put around thecat's neck to warn of its approach) had been roundly

lauded. He suggested that the council consider how the bell was to be fas
dabout the cat's neck and who would undertake the task. The second-order
lie-good problem lies in the fact that, just as the cat's action imposes exter
ties on all, an effective sanctioning of the cat's actions also has externalities
itive in this case) for all those experiencing the benefits of the sanction; yet
benefits to the mouse who would undertake to bell the cat would not be

ient to overcome the costs.
rthe case of the three-actor project shown in Table to.2, the first-order
'c-good problem lies in the fact that each will benefit only from the contribu
of others; and the second-order public-good problem is that if Al does not
'bute, then the sanctioning of Al is a public good for A2 and A3 , but neither
yes sufficient benefits from his own sanctioning action to compensate the
~of sanctioning AI' The problem may not appear to be a serious one for the
~actor common project. The second-order public-good problem for sanc
g one actor's failure to contribute to a three-actor common project is
ed to a two-actor joint project. This may be solved whenever there is the

pi1ity of exchange between the two actors who experience externalities
the third. One can compensate the other for the net costs of applying the
on (in this case, for instance, the costs to A2 of sanctioning AI> less the
ts that A2 will derive directly from the effects of the sanction). More
lly, the second-order public-good problem of sanctioning always involves
tor less than the first-order public-good problem.

~sanctioning problem for the case in Table 10.2 is shown in Table 11.1,
E~iit is assumed that Al proposes not to contribute and that A2 and A3 have

·buted. Since Al gains $5 by not contributing (the difference between $3
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The Second-Order Public-Good Problem for Norms

The sanctioning problem has been called the second-order public-good proble
or the second-order free-rider problem. The problem can be conceptualized
considering one of Aesop's fables, known as "The Mice in Council." The cou
cil meeting was called to discuss a problem faced by the mouse society, that
how to control the cat who was slowly decimating the population. In the ter
used in this book, the cat's action was imposing severe externalities on the
and constituted, in effect, a public bad, creating constant danger for each
'rh;~ ;~ thp fird_cmlpr nJ,hlic-p'oon (or in this case oublic-bad) problem.

possible to impose a sanction on Al through some form of joint action that
neither A2 nor A3 could impose alone. Similarly, if there exists some social
relationship between Al and Ab it may be possible to impose a sanction on A3 ,

and similarly with a relationship between Al and A3 .

But two related questions arise: First, what kind of sanction might be applied
which could not be applied by either of the actors separately? Second, what is
meant by the unanalyzed term "social relationship"?

There are two aspects of a social relationship that can lead to an effective
sanction. Oners simply communication that allows the possibility ofjoint action.
If A2 and A3 pool their contributions, they together offer a sanction that is
effective toward AI: Their combined contribution makes a difference of$8 to Aj,
and his own failure to contribute benefits him by only $5. Thus a joint threat by
A2 and A3 to not contribute is sufficient to bring about a contribution from AI'

Second, the social relationship between A2 and A3 may contain some other
possibilities, some interests and control which give one or both actors leverage
over the other. These are the obligations and expectations examined in Chapter
8 as components of a certain kind of system of trust. Because social relationships
consist of obligations an~ expectations, held either asymmetrically or symmetri
cally, and because each actor continues to control some events in which the
other is interested, there exists inherently in each social relationship leverage
which can be used for the purpose of developing sanctions. If, in the case
depicted in Figure 11.l(b), A2 has obligations toward A3 , then.A2 may payoff a
portion of those obligations by sanctioning AI' But he can do this only if he can
threaten Al with some event that could make a difference of $5 or more to AI'
A2 's own contribution makes a difference of only $4, which is not enough. A2

must have some obligation toward Al that he can threaten not to honor, if his
sanction is to be effective. Even a threat which costs him more than he benefits
from AI's contribution may be viable, because of the compensation he receives
from A3 . Or if A2 has control of some event in which A3 is interested (which may
be nothing more than A2's approval), Az and A3 can carry out an implicit ex.
change, in which A3 incurs the cost of sanctioning Al in return for control of the
event currently controlled by A2 •

This use of social relationships to facilitate the employment of sanctions cOIl
stitutes a solution to a general problem, to which I now turn.
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earlier version of this section appeared in Sociological Theory (Coleman, 1988a).

eory developed in this and preceding chapters can be used to solve an
·cal puzzle. It is first necessary to restate the free-rider problem: When a
{of self-interested persons are interested in the same outcome, which can

brought about by effort that is more costly than the benefits it would
to any of them, then, in the absence of explicit organization, there will

.Ilure to bring about that outcome, even though an appropriate allocation
rtwould bring it about at a cost to each which is less than the benefits each
experience.
uzzle lies in the fact that there are many empirical situations in which
opposite of free-rider activity seems to occur, even though the circum
are those in which free riders would be predicted to abound. That is,
an outcome in which a number of persons are interested, which requires
hose costs are not fully compensated by the benefits the outcome will
any of the persons. Yet in some such situations what is found is the

eof free riding, that is, an excess of zeal. In the fever of patriotic zeal
artime, men will volunteer for military service; in the military they will
r for front-line duty; and at the front line they will volunteer for danger

sions. Even among those who are opposed to violence, there are some
lvolunteer for front-line duty in providing medical aid to the wounded.

these cases the costs that are borne are extreme, including a greatly
probability of being killed.

lyextreme costs are borne by persons in small groups who engage in
Or even terroristic acts on behalf of what they regard as a public good.

whenever the right action (sanctioning the initial offender) is taken; a
sanction must be applied only when the wrong action is taken. If there

lops a norm that one must sanction the violator of the initial norm, then the
I'Ve second-order sanction for not applying the first-order sanction must be
ed only when that sanctioning norm is violated. This cost reduction to norm

ciaries may give them an interest in establishing a sanctioning norm.
snow possible to state the second condition for emergence of an effective
,the condition under which the demand for an effective norm will be
ea. Stated simply, this condition is that under which the second-order free
problem will be overcome by rational holders of a norm. To put it differ
,the condition is that under which beneficiaries of a norm, acting rationally,
fi\vill be able to share appropriately the costs of sanctioning the target

or will be able to generate second-order sanctions among the set of
Ciaries that are sufficient to induce effective sanctions of the target actors

IiT()r more of the beneficiaries. This condition depends on the existence of
alrelationships among the beneficiaries.
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2 That the cost of the sanction to Az or A3 and its benefit to AI are equal implies inteIJl
son~l comparison of utility, which I have fixed here by fiat by specifying homogenei~y am
the actors. More generally, however, if Az is more powerful than AI> he may have aVailable
means to sanction (that is, control over another event), something worth little to hi~ and mll
to AI> making it possible to sanction AI with little cost. These differences are discussed
subsequent sections.

and $8), it will cost A z or A3 (or both together) whatever is equivalent ~o ~5 for
AI' Making up the $5 for Al is not possible for either Az or A3 to do "':Ithm the
framework of the common project, since either alone can only make a dIfference
of $4 to A by contributing or not contributing. It is further assumed for Table
11.1 therelore that Az and A3 each have a relation to Al that makes it possible to
hurt AI'Sinterests by $5 and that the cost of such a sanction is equivalent to $5 to
either Az or A 3•

Z

These assumptions make it possible to specify for Az and A3 a set of payoffs
for the second-order public-good problem posed by the question of how to
sanction A . If neither Az nor A3 sanctions, they lose $1 each (from Table 10.2).
If only A

Z

I
sanctions, it costs him $5 to induce Al to contribute (again, the

difference between $8 and $3). In that case A3 gains $4 (the difference between
_ $1 and $3) and ends up with $3. Similarly, if only A3 sanctions, i~ costs him ~5,
and A z gains $4. If both sanction, it costs each $2.50 and each.gams $4, leavI.ng

each with a net of $1.50 after subtracting the cost of the sanctIOn and thus wIth
$0.50 for the total project.

There are four points of importance to note about this sanctioning problem.
First the structure of payoffs illustrates the fact that the necessity to employ a
sanc;ion is costly to the sanctioners. Even though the right to control AI's action

I'S held by A and A enforcement of that right is costly. The fact that enforce_z 3, . f
ment is possible, at a cost to Az and A3 less than the benefit they can gam r?fi1
the effects of the sanction in bringing Al into line, makes the threat of sanctI°Il
credible and the norm viable.

Second, the sanctioning problem involves, as stated earlier, one actor fewer
than the original public-good problem. When the original problem involves threT
actors, the sanctioning problem involves two and can ordinarily be resol:ed .by
exchange. With large numbers of actors, of course, the benefit of thiS SIze

reduction is small.
Third the sanctioning problem involves a smaller cost to the actors involved

than do~s the original problem. This can be seen in two ways. The difference
between the social optimum of a payoff of $0.50 each and the outcome of -~l
that results from each taking his individually optimal action is only $1.50; thl
difference is $3 for the original problem. Also, from A3's perspective, if •.•~.
sanctions, the difference that Az's sanction makes for him is only $2.50, com
pared to $4 in the original problem. Thus the sanctioning problem is less costl
than the original problem.

Fourth if the second-order sanction is a positive one, rewarding the san
tioner, th~n even though it is less costly than the first-order sanction, it must
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Examples include the IRA hunger strikers in Northern Ireland, some of whom
fasted until death; Mohandas Gandhi and his followers in India, who endured
extreme hardship for a cause; the Red Guards in Italy, who engaged in terrorism
designed to bring down the system; activists in the PLO in the Middle East; and
leaders and activists in the Solidarity movement in Poland. In all these cases a
number of persons experienced extreme costs to bring about a result from which
they personally could hardly expect to benefit sufficiently to justify those costs.

Another area where free-rider behavior might be expected but zealous activity
is often found instead is in team sports. Since the benefits of winning are experi
enced by all team members, one would expect, by free-rider logic, to find little or
no activity by team members. Yet both in practice and in games, team members
often work harder than do participants in individual sports (such as track and
field events). Even if one accepts the caveat that is often introduced in predic
tions about free-rider activity-that it does not occur in small groups- this does
not explain the higher levels of effort in team sports. It would predict equal
levels of effort. What seems instead to occur in team sports is some free-rider
activity, that is, some greater amount ofloafing than occurs in individual sports,
but also zealous activity at a greater level than occurs in individual sports. The
overall average level of effort is probably higher in team sports than in individual
sports.
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The rationality of free riding and the rationality of zeal arise under the same
Ructure of interests. This is not the structure of interests that characterizes
ost situations, where the interests of different persons are complementary and
erealized through some kind of social exchange. Nor is it a structure in which
terests are opposed, so one person's interests are realized at the expense of
other's. Rather, it is a structure of common interests; that is, the interests of
(or at least all in the vicinity) are realized by the same outcome (winning a war

game, or achieving a political or community goal). It is in these sorts of
ations that both free riding and zeal can be found.
ow can these two rationalities be made consistent in a way that will allow

diction as to when one or the other will prevail? To answer this requires
~ing at the similarities and the differences between the rationality of free
'IIg and the rationality of zeal. The rationality of zeal has the same incentive

leads to free riding, but with a second incentive superimposed on the first.
second incentive, however, becomes effective only through an intervening
n: encouragement of others, or positive sanctions, which may overcome the
iency of the first incentive. It is this intervening action that makes the
rence between the deficient incentive leading to free riding and the excess
IHive leading to zeal. Thus the condition under which free riding occurs and
pondition under which zeal is exhibited are delineated by the absence or
ehce of this intervening activity.

at are the conditions under which the intervening activity is present? When
illtervening activity, which I have described as encouragement of others, is
ined more closely, it can be seen to be one of a general class of activities
re described as sanctions in enforcement of a norm. (There can be, as I will
te later, encouragement of others' activity in the absence of a norm, but
an be effective only under special circumstances, which I will specify.)
is, the activity is a certain kind of sanction which encourages the action

than discouraging it, and the norm is of a certain kind, one which pre-
sa certain action rather than proscribing it. But to say that a norm arises
those two conditions is to beg half the question. The existence of exter
~is a necessary condition for the existence of an effective norm, but not a
~nt one-if it were, free riding would not exist when actors have common
ts.

losure of Networks and the Emergence of Zeal

lier section showed the importance of social structure in supporting the
xment of sanctions. It has also been suggested that it is social structure
II transform free ridership into zeal. How this occurs can be understood

ining differences among social networks, as shown in Figure 11.2. In
Of the figure actors A j , A2> and A3 are not part of the same network.
yer social relations they have are not with each other. In parts band c
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Rationality of Free Riding and ofZeal

How can the two phenomena, free riding and zeal, coexist? How can similar
situations produce free riding and zeal?

The rationality of free riding is straightforward: If a number of persons' inte
ests are satisfied by the same outcome, and if the benefits that each experience
from his own actions that contribute to the outcome are less than the costs 0

those actions, he will not contribute if he is rational. If others contribute, he wil
experience the benefits of the outcome without incurring costs. If others do no
contribute, his costs will outweigh his benefits. Yet in much the same situatio
another rationality leads to zealous activity. If a number of persons' interests a.r
satisfied by the same outcome, then each has an incentive to reward the other
for working toward that outcome. Each may in fact find it in his interestl
establish a norm toward working for that outcome, with negative sanctions f()
shirking and positive sanctions for working toward the common goal. If the nor
and sanctions do become established, then each person has two sources
satisfaction when he works for the outcome: the objective achievement ofh
interests through the contribution of his actions toward the outcome, and t
rewards provided by the others for helping to achieve that outcome. Thus one'
efforts directly help to satisfy one's interests (even if not enough to outweigh1
costs of those efforts), and they also bring benefits from others for helping
satisfy their interests. The combination of these two benefits can be greater th
the costs of the effort one expends.



Figure 11.2 Structures of relations among actors that have differing potentials for
the growth of zeal.
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amplification, although it has hardly been studied by social scientists, appears to
ise for understanding several social-psychological phenomena, such as the intensity
in new relationships as compared to old ones,

There an Excess ofZeal?

e:above discussion simply restates the earlier result that closure of social
Works can overcome free-rider activity through the creation of norms and
ctioning systems. The discussion does not indicate, however, how the contri
ons (of money or effort or time) can be greater than would occur if the three
rs were each engaged in producing a private good. In the common project

Orm brought the contributions back to what they would have been if the
rnhad been purely private goods; that is, if each had received $12 for his $9
stment but none from the others' investments. In principle, the existence of
I'm with sanctions does what formal organization does in the presence of
nalities: It internalizes the externalities.
cial networks, and the norms they facilitate, do more than this, however.
er certain circumstances they generate the excessively zealous activity

shindicates not a deficiency of incentives to contribute, but an excess. What
~ill1embers of an interconnected group to engage in the opposite of free

?
lier I indicated that if A2 held something that was worth little to him and
to At. he could induce AI's contribution without loss, even in the social
re of Figure 11.2(b). And in the social structure of Figure 11.2(c), there is

ditional possibility of gains from A3's holding something ofgreater value to
~n to himself, which he could use in place of money for the second-order
gning of A2• The relationships of which social structures are composed
rlsuch possibilities in abundance. An expression of encouragement or
de for another's action may cost the actor very little but provide a great

(Ffor the other. The shouts of encouragement to an athlete from his team
lllay cost them little but provide him with rewards that lead him to work
arder. Or a girl's smiling at the athlete may cost her little but impel him to
ights of determined effort.

there are such differentials, the social structure does more than merely
lize externalities. The social system has within it a potential, analogous to
tential in an electrical system. That is, when one actor carries out an
thus experiencing costs, and others receive the benefits, the return that
r experiences is not merely those benefits transmitted back to him
the social structure but those benefits amplified by this potential that
the structure.4 Thus when an actor's activity levels off at the point

arginal cost equals marginal return, that point is at a higher level be
the amplified returns he has received, which were in turn produced by
tial that exists in the structure. The potential lies in the difference
the cost to the sanctioner, in each of the relations that transmits re
ck to an actor, and the benefits the sanctioner gains through the in

activity of the actor who is being (positively) sanctioned.

(c)(b)
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~-~~---------------------~

(a)

actor AI is connected to actors A2 and A3 • In part b actors A2 and A3 are not
connected, but in part c they are.

Suppose some circumstance arises which fits the incentive structure for both
free riding and zeal. That is, there is an activity in which the action of each actor
benefits all three, although the benefits to each actor of his own action are
insufficient to overcome the costs of that action. The common project in
troduced in Table 10.2 and discussed in both Chapter 1~ and this chapter illus-

trates such an activity.
In a social structure such as is shown in Figure 11.2(a), each actor has no

possibility of influencing the contribution of either of the othe~s. They have no
relations, and thus they cannot provide the encouragement or Impose the sanc
tions that will induce the others to contribute. It would be irrational for any

the three to contribute.
In a social structure such as is shown in Figure 11.2(b), matters are

problematic. If Al proposes not to contribute, but to free ri~e on the c.,ontrib1u
tions of A

2
and A

3
, then A2 would like to induce him to contnbute; and 10 part

unlike part a, A2 (and A3 as well) is in a social-structural position that
this. As shown earlier in connection with Figure 11.1, however, in some
stances, A

2
cannot do so if he must compensate Al in some common medium

exchange in order to encourage him to contribute. There are, of course,
goods for which inducement by A2 would be sufficient to lead. Al to COJtltri[bute
while still providing a net benefit to A2• (For example, suppose 10 the thr'ee,·actor
common project AI' S contribution of $9 brought a benefit of $6 to each. Then
could induce AI to contribute by offering him any amount more than $3
would benefit if he offered Al any amount less than $6.) It may also be true
A can compensate Al with something worth little to him but worth a lot to
A

2
could offer this to AI with a net surplus for both parties. For example,

hi~hlY respected by At. then A2's gratitude to AI for contributing may fulfill

condition.
In the social structure shown in Figure 11.2(c), there is an additional possilbil-

ity. If a sanctioning of Al would cost A2 (or A3) more than he would benefit
it, then with this structure the second-order sanctioning problem could be
come. as described in the discussion concerning Figure 11.1.
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Not sanctionSanction

.5, .5 -1.5, 1

1, -1.5 -1, -1

Sanction
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Not sanction

Payoff matrix for two potential incremental sanctioners in
three-person common project.

In this section I will use the three-actor common project to examine the
ifferent structures of action when sanctions are heroic and when they are
cremental, carried out by all the actors in the collectivity other than the one
ing sanctioned.
Table 11.1 is based on the assumption that a sanction is all or nothing: The
I1ctioner (assuming only one) must pay the full costs of inducing At to contrib
¢, that is, something worth $5 to Al (which in this homogeneous case is
.sumed to cost A2 or A3 the equivalent of$5). lfthe sanctioner is A2 , he benefits
$4 from AI'S contribution, but his cost of $5 creates a net loss of $1. This is a
oie sanction, because A2 brings about the total effect by his action alone.
less it is possible to divide the costs with A3 by both simultaneously sanction
(see upper-left cell of Table 11.1), he loses $1 by sanctioning. This $1 loss

Ybe made up by A3 as a reward to A2 , from the $4 A3 has gained from A2's
ctioning. Thus, when only a heroic sanction is possible, a sequence of two
sis necessary if the heroic sanctioner is to end up with a net benefit from his
tioning. First A2 must sanction At. and then A3 must give a reward to A2 to
pensate for the loss incurred.
however, sanctions can be additive in their effects, as empirical evidence
~sts they are in many cases, A2 can bring about a contribution of half of the
Om AI through a sanctioning action costing A2 $2.50 and bringing a benefit of

A2 and to A3 • The net cost to A2 is only $0.50. This payoff structure is
n in Table 11.2. There is a prisoner's dilemma structure here, but one with
sive possibilities for mutually beneficial arrangements, due to the disparity
en the sanctioner's net loss (only $0.50) and the other's gain ($2) from the

·oning.
siexample, however, does not show the differences between heroic and

ental sanctions in a structure of action as clearly as does a case with a

STRUCTURES OF ACTION

Heroic versus Incremental Sanctioning

Examination of the ways in which norms are characteristically enforced makesi
clear that a common mode of sanctioning can be characterized as increment
sanctioning, This is exemplified in unions by "putting in Coventry" scabs ~.

others who seriously violate union norms; that is, other members refuse to spe
to the transgressor (Lipset, Trow, and Coleman, 1956). It is ~lso exemplified.
the development of a "reputation," which is followed by aVOIdance or snubbI
In incremental sanctioning the cost incurred by each sanctioner is small, and.t
effect of each sanctioning is small as well, but the effects are additive, givin

large total effect. . . .
Aesop's fable "The Mice in Council," however, is a remmder that It IS,

always possible to sanction incrementally. To bell the cat was not an achY
that could be engaged in by additive increments. It required what 1 will c
heroic sanction, that is, a sanction whose total effect occurs through a
actor's action. In the examples of norms and sanctions given earlier
chapter, the sanctions were imposed by single individuals.

The Impact of Social Structure

The networks shown in Figure 11.2 exhibit two components of a social structure
that are important for the existence of norms which can transform a deficie~cy of
incentive into an excess of incentive. The first of these two components IS the
existence of social relations between an actor and those for whom he generates
externalities. Even if those others are disconnected members of an audience
witnessing his actions, their connection [0 him may mean that they can provide
rewards at a cost to themselves that is below their benefit from his actions, that
spur hi~ on to gre2Jer efforts. It is for this reaso~ th~t a perfor,ming <lUU"'"'-,

musician, or actor may experience far greater motIvatIOn than wIll a book
thor, who cannot see the reactions of his audience.

The second component of a social structure that is important for the exilsttmc:e
of norms is exhibited by the difference between parts band c of Figure 11.2.
is the closure of the network, the existence of relations between those
experience externalities from another's action. From the example of t?e
mon project in conjunction with Figure 11.1, it is clear how. the~e rela~IOns
make a difference between a system in which there is a deficIent mcentIve to
and thus a suboptimal level of activity, and a system in which the.re is an
incentive to act and thus a manifestation of zeal. More generally, closure of
network gives increased potential for amplifying returns to the a~t?r. Thus
system in which others have connections to the actor may e~hIbIt ~.
potential that induces higher levels of activity, but a system that m addItIon has
high closure has an extra potential, due to the benefits that each of those who
experience externalities of the actor's action receive from one another. Ther~l
an amplification that occurs even before the rewards get back to the actor hIm

self.
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Table 11.3 Net gains for each actor from six-person common project.
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pirically the costs might also be reduced, since disapproval from all might lead the
to accept the collective verdict and not to respond unpleasantly to the members
g disapproval. In the example of Table 11.3, however, the net gain from incremental
rig by all does not depend on such reduced costs.

sin the consensus Merry, 1984, p. 279, describes as the second phase of
ssip).
For example, suppose all members of a club are expected to clean up after
eetings, but one member consistently fails to help. If one person expresses
sapproval, this might induce a small effort on the offender's part, but would

have a negative effect on the relationship between these two, an effect that
tbe more important to the potential sanctioner than the benefit from the

ender's efforts. But if all concurred in expressing disapproval, inducing the
ender to make his full contribution, the benefits to each would outweigh

costs of each one's worsened relation with the offender.5

eturning to the six-actor common project, suppose there is not a binding
eCtive decision, and all but one have sanctioned. Then the sanctions can go
stage deeper. Suppose that Al is the noncontributor and A2 is the nonpar
aritin incremental sanctioning. Each of the others has provided an incre
t3.1 sanction, and Al has made four-fifths of his total contribution. A2 , who is
etter off by not sanctioning, can be induced to sanction either by a heroic
rid-order sanction of $1, which works out to a net cost of $0.60 to the

Orid-order sanctioner, or by incremental sanctions of $0.25, which work out
tlet cost of $0.15 for each of the sanctioners.

neoverall difference between the heroic sanction and the incremental sanc
lies in the magnitude of the costs incurred by the sanctioners at every
.At the first stage in the six-actor project, A2, the heroic sanctioner, must
a net cost of $5, a loss five times that incurred by each incremental sanc
.At the second stage, for A3 to reward the heroic sanctioner alone imposes
cost of $3 on A3 . If sanctioning is incremental, the free-rider problem
s, but at a greatly reduced magnitude. The net cost to each sanctioner is
her than $5. If the second~stage sanction (the reward to the incremental

Ooer) is heroic, the second-stage heroic sanctioner incurs a net cost of only
rather than $3. If the second-stage sanction is incremental, the net cost to
fthe four sanctioners is only $0.15.
t this means in practice is that in many circumstances in which heroic

(lOS are beyond the resources of any sanctioner, the resources for incre
1\ sanctioning are readily available. These resources may, as indicated

in this chapter, be other events which are controlled by each of the
'a1 sanctioners. The values specified above indicate only the costs that
ning will impose on the sanctioner, if the cost to the sanctioner is the

its cost to the person being sanctioned (as in the case of a parent who
nild that a punishment "hurts me as much as it hurts you"). When the
s have the small cost that incremental sanctions come to have in a group

ize, a positive sanction may consist of nothing more than a "credit slip"

3
1

-1
-3
-5
-7

Contributors

10
8
6
4
2
o

Net gain (in dollars) for-

Noncontributors
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6
5
4
3
2
1
o

Number of
contributions

larger number of actors. Consider the same common project but wi~h six partici
pants, rather than three. Each contributes nothing or $9, and $1 IS .earned for
every $3 contributed; the total product is divided equally among ~h~ SIX. The.net
gain for each contributor and noncontributor for each config~rat~on ~f contnbu
tions is shown in Table 11.3. The net loss incurred by contnbutI.ng IS ~o lo?g~r
$5, but $7. (For example, if five are contributing, the noncontn~utor s gaI~ IS
$10. If he contributes, there are six contributing, and he ends up With $3, makI~g
him $7 worse off.) The net gain experienced by the others from one a~tor s
sanctioning of a noncontributor is no longer $4, but only $2. (For example, If the
sixth actor does contribute, the others' net gain goes from $1 to $3.~.

If sanctioning cannot be incremental, the heroic sanctioner in thiS six-actor
project must incur a cost of $7 to achieve a benefit of onl~ $2. He has a net loss of
$5 whereas the heroic sanctioner in the three-actor project has a net loss of $1.
Fdrthermore this net loss of $5 cannot be made up by another who benefited
without that ~ther's experiencing a net loss, because each actor's benefit from
the heroic action is only $2. Even two others could not provide sufficient re.
wards to the heroic sanctioner to make his action anything other than foolhardy;
if they rewarded him with their gains, he would still have a.net loss of $1.!
would take three others, that is, all but one of the four who gamed by the heroic
sanction, to make up for the heroic sanctioner's net loss. .'

If the sanctions can be incremental, the degree of exposure of the sanctlOnenS
much less. A2 as sanctioner, for example, incurs a cost of $7/5, ~r $~.40, an
gains from his sanctioning alone $0.40 fro~ the incrementa~ contnbutIon .ma
by AI, the actor sanctioned (although A2 gams $2 altogether if ?th~rs san~tlOn~s

well). Thus each actor experiences a net loss of $1 by sanctlOmng. It IS agal
possible for this to be made up by a sequence of rewards from others, of $0.4
each which would require participation by at least three of the other fou
Alte;natively, additional incremental sanctions from the others can ma~e u~ A2
loss, each incremental sanction reducing the loss ~y $0.40. If all sanctIon ~ncr

mentally, A
2

gains $0.60. Thus if incremental sanctIons are.to pay t~e ~anctlO~e

some prior collective decision that all (or at least many) Will sanctIon IS reqmr%
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¢ing sanctioned, that is, the sanctioner may have felt that the person accepted
enormative definition of what action is right and recognized that the action
tried out was wrong. Second, the sanctioner in either case may have been able
bring up the event in subsequent discussion with others who shared the same
il1ion or feeling about the event and would provide encouraging comments in
port of the disciplining that the sanctioner carried out. If so, this introduces a

fdactor, comparable to A3 in Figure 11.2(c), with whom the sanctioner has a
tion and in whose approval the sanctioner has some interest. Thus, when it
ears that sanctioning is carried out heroically, by a single person without
ialsupport, there may in fact be support from other actors on whom the
etactor's actions would impose externalities. It is also true that such support
the sanctioning is less costly than the sanctioning itself, and thus has no
ptial for bringing about unpleasantness, which the original sanctioning might

duce for the sanctioner.
llis.is a general result: Where sanctions are applied in support of a proscrip
norm and are consequently negative sanctions, the second-order public
problem of providing positive sanctions for the sanctioner is more easily
()me, because positive sanctions incur lower costs than do negative ones.
Rther observation concerning these two examples is that whether the sanc

depended on implicit support from the target actor or on subsequent
"al from a third actor, there was an assumption concerning what is right.
i~, both mechanisms on which the sanctioner may have depended for
~tare based on a norm defining what is the right action or (as in these
What is the wrong action. The norm, prescribing what is right or proscrib
at is wrong, gives a sanctioner some presumption that his action will elicit

y.al from those who hold the norm. He has a presumptive right to impose
~ction. Thus the existence of a norm provides for a potential sanctioner
expectation ofreceiving approval from the holders of the norm. However,
pectation is highly contingent on the social relations between the potential
grier and other holders of the norm, because establishment of the norm and

of the right to sanction can be achieved only by some form of collective
r1,implicit or explicit. One difference between the older woman in Berlin

older woman in New York City may have been that the former spent
swith others like herself, with whom she could discuss the shortcomings
olinger generation's child-rearing practices and arrive at consensus about
tight, and the latter spent evenings in an apartment alone.
er example from Chapter 10 involves a different kind of sanctioning than

l1d in the two examples discussed above. In the case of the poor family
he Sarakatsan nomads in Greece, gossip appears to have played an
tpart in generating sanctions. Merry (1984), in a review of studies of the
ossip in social control, suggests that there are three distinct phases.

rst· is the circulation of information about an event or action. The
~is the formation of some consensus about the moral meaning of that
; how it is to be interpreted, and which rules are to be applied ... The
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6. On the other hand, ifthe target actor is more powerful than the sanctioner, a sanction
hurts the target actor a little will hurt the sanctioner a lot, thus exacerbating the sanctio.
problem.

How Are Sanctions Applied in Society?

The preceding analysis indicated the logical character of the sanctioning prob
lem. The theory construction can be aided by examining some ways that sanc.
tioning is commonly done. This review is not exhaustive, but is only a means 0

discovering some ways that the second-order public-good problem of sanction-

ing is solved.
It is useful to begin with some of the examples introduced at the beginning()f

Chapter 10. In the example involving the dropping of a candy wrapper on
Berlin sidewalk, the sanction was imposed by one woman, without appare
social support. In the example involving the hoarding of tea bags, the sancti
was again applied by a single person, another tea drinker in the same organii
tion. Did neither of these sanctioners need any additional support? Was t
sanction so near to being costless that it could easily be applied, despite the fa
that the direct benefits the sanctioner might experience were uncertain and w
at best, and despite the unpleasantness that might ensue when the disappr()y

was voiced?
The question cannot of course be answered for these cases in the absence

evidence, but two observations may be made. First, in both cases the sanctio
may paradoxically have depended on some implicit support from the per

in the form of gratitude for what the other has done, or a negative sanction may
consist of nothing more than a withdrawal of credit in the form of displeasure
("Just wait till you ask me to do something for you!").

Other possibilities exist with incremental sanctioning. If there is some
heterogeneity among the potential sanctioners, then, as Chapter 30 shows, the
free-rider problem may be overcome at some stage and in any case will consti
tute less of an obstacle.6 The complex possibilities that exist can only be alluded
to here. In Chapter 30 they are examined in some detail, with the aid of a formal
model which facilitates inclusion of the full set of resources available to each
actor, not merely those in the common project itself.

I must point out that here the term "heroic" refers to a single sanctioning by
one sanctioner sufficient to bring about a noncontributor's contribution. If the
set of five contributors (or a large enough subset) can act as a single actor, a
single sanction from that set can be sufficient to bring about the contribution and
yet bring a net benefit to each. Many communes hold meetings once a week or at
some regular interval, at which the whole membership gathers to give self
criticism or hear criticism by others. This phenomenon suggests that, in such
settings, this method of sanctioning is easier to organize than either heroic
sanctioning or sanctioning by independent increments.
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7. Although internal sanctions are not introduced until a later section, it is useful to note
that if the target actor has internalized others' evaluations of him, the very knowledge
gossip is circulating about him can be a strong sanction.
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he same n.orm.. If th~y are all to find benefits in the. spread of gossip and the
o~s~nsus It he~ps bnng about, they must share interests in prescribing or pro

scnbmg the action. Second, gossip depends on there being relatively frequent
pontact amo~g the persons who are affected similarly by an actor's action (and
Ims are mottvat:d to pass goss.ip). The benefit that any individual beneficiary

n expect. to gam from spreadmg or receiving gossip is relatively small. The
psts of domg so must be correspondingly small if persons are to be motivated to
l're~d .gossip. Ordinarily these costs are small only if the opportunity to pass
SSI~ IS a by-product of relations formed and maintained for other reasons.
'ThIS second condition does not involve merely the extent of social relations
t.the degree to which these relations close in upon themselves as well. Com
l1son of parts band c of Figure 11.2 shows that it is the closure of the structure
ich distinguishes the two. More precisely, what I mean by closure is the
~uency of communication between two actors for whom another actor's ac

()llhas externalities in the same direction.
rn.pirical studi~s of~ossip co~firm the importance of closure. Merry (1984), in
~vIew of work In thIS area, gIves the following generalization:

ossip flowu most readily in highly connected, morally homogeneous social
etwork~, ~nd it is here that its impact is greatest. For gossip to occur, the
.0. partIcIpants must know a third party in common. The more mutual
~nds they have, the more people they can discuss. Every individual is at
~center of a network of people he or she knows. The extent to which the
~lllbers of this network know one another, independent of their relation
lp .to eg~, can be d~sc~bed as their "degree of connectedness." Gossip
A~nshes In close-kmt, hIghly connected social networks but atrophies in

se-knit, unconnected ones.

?reover, only when the gossipers share moral views is the soil fertile for
SIp. ~he person sharing a juicy tidbit expects the listener to join in
demmng that behavior, not to approve it. If only minor differences in
llls exist, gossip can forge consensus, but where fundamental ideas of
per behavior differ, gossip will be stunted. (p. 277)

is.evident that both sanctions that have a foundation in gossip and sanctions
~o.not are more likely to be applied in social structures which exhibit the
rty of closure than in those which do not. Empirical work shows this and
.a-re theoretical grounds for such a conclusion. Closure reduces th~ net
gf applying a sanction, because the consensus that occurs in structures
~iclosur~ provides the legitimacy (that is, the right) for actors to apply
pns. ThIS ensures that there will be some compensation (in the form of
at) for the costs incurred in imposing a sanction.
clear, however, that gossip itself does not constitute a sanction. Even if
analytically has two elements, communication concerning an action and

~sus co~cerning it (the first two phases specified by Merry), neither of
~ecessanlyconstitutes a sanction for the target actor. For some persons in
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third phase is the implementation of the consensus, the transformation of
shared opinions into some form of action. This action can range from indi
vidual acts of snubbing to collective decisions to expel. (p.279)

Gossip appears to be an important element in the enforcement of norms in
many contexts. Why should this be so? It appears that gossip is a means of
generating sanctions that could not be applied by individuals in the absence of or
before the gossip. If there are three phases of gossip, as Merry suggests, the first
two phases.appear to be motivated by the potential aid that a cpnsensus provides
for the application of a sanction. The consensus either establishes a norm (that
is, a definition of what is right or what is wrong, and the assumption of rights to
partially control the action) or establishes the application of an exis.ting norm to
the action in question.

Each person who has an interest in the maintenance of the norm and the
application of sanctions to those who violate it comes thereby to have an interest
in the spread of information that can lead to a consensus on legitimate sanctions.
This means such a person will be interested in listening to gossip and interested
in passing gossip. If the consensus leads to a collective decision to expel the
offender, or to cut off communications with him, as occurs in some communes
(see Zablocki, 1971), then the second-order public-good problem is overcome. If
it does not, the consensus nevertheless provides the basis for support by mem
bers of the community of heroic sanctions applied by individuals. This over
comes the second-order problem by a second stage consisting of positive sanc
tions rewarding the heroic sanctioner. The consensus also increases the
effectiveness of incremental sanctions which are sufficiently small that the cost
they impose on each sanctioner is minimal-for these sanctions taken together
may be very powerful. The combined effect of individual acts of snubbing can
mean isolation ofthe individual, whereas one individual's snub would constitute
an ineffective sanction.7

Gossip, then, constitutes a device which both aids in establishing a norm and
overcomes the second-order public-good problem of. sanctioning. It leads to
sanctions that may have little cost for the beneficiary of the norm, the one who
passes gossip or the one who receives it, and also brings him potential benefits.
The benefits lie in the facilitation gossip provides, through the consensus it
brings about, for sanctions that might not otherwise be possible. A typical
ment that suggests this goes something like this: "Knowing that you feel
same way about what he did gives me the courage to speak to him about it.
When such consensus is amplified by many others who feel the same way,
"courage" it provides to each can be great.

But gossip depends on two conditions: First, similar externalities must
experienced by a number of actors, who thereby come to be beneficiaries
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ccept a Norm as Legitimate?

now to a questi.on which introduces more explicitly than before the differ
teres~s t.hat a~Ise on the part of different actors when there is some
geneity In th~Ir c?ntrol a?d their interests: Why do persons accept the

.acy of others clarm to a nght to control their action when this acceptance
tutes an immediate disadvantage? It may be that not all such acceptance

Those lowest on the social ladder, although not less likely to be gossiped
about or to be negatively sanctioned by others, are less complaint with
norms and sanctions than are those above them (Pitt-Rivers, 1971).
No matter what degree of closure exists among the holders of a norm, those
targets of a norm ,:,ho have contacts with others outside who are not norm
h~lders, are less lIkely to be compliant with sanctions (Bott 1971· Pitt-
RIvers, 1971; Merry, 1981). ' ,

he first of.these e~pirical results follows from the logic that inhibits those of
.~r po.w~r I? ~~plYIng sanc~ions to those of greater power: The latter, recog
?~ thIs InhIbItion, can deVIate from norms with less fear of being sanctioned

IS true for th~se below them. Although their position means they have a
t.deal t.o lose, It also means they will be less likely to be called to task for
nt actions.

e second. empirical result is consistent with the fact that negative sanctions
d to SOCIal respect can have no effect on those who are at the bottom of the

allad~er because they ha~e nothing to lose. This relative disregard of nega
sanctIOns .among those WIthout social position should be limited to certain

~sof sanctions,. such as disapproval. For other kinds, such as physical pun
(':nt, the effectiveness should not be lower among those without social posi-

ethird ~mpirical result,. the imperviousness to norms among those with
acts ou:s~de the group of norm holders, is almost transparent. Those with
t~r n;ObilIty can escape sanctioning either physically (as did one young man
erry s study [1984, p. 292] ?f an urban neighborhood who simply moved a
plocks ~way) or ?sycholog~callyb'y reducing interest in the community in
h{sa~ctIons are !mposed, IncreasIng them in areas of their lives that lie
de thIS communrty.

third e.u:pirical result concerning compliance with norms has implications
e. condI~Ions under which norms emerge. Norms emerge as a result of
s.Ive actron~ O? the part ofactors who experience externalities from others,
la! beneficI~nes of the norm. This means that even if there is sufficient
e In .the SOCIal network of potential beneficiaries, there will be little incen
gbnng a norm into being if the potential target actors have sufficient
ItY. to es~ape the effect of sanctions. This structural condition exists in
cbs.organrzed lower-class urban neighborhoods (as well as among highl

hIgh-status persons). y
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A Note on Compliance with Norms

In general, I will have little to say about compliance with norms, because, in
theory, compliance or noncompliance is merely the result of the apl)lic:ation
the principle of maximizing utility under different constraints. There are, ho
ever, some empirical results concerning compliance that are closely related t
the structural and positional factors discussed above. The points of reIeva
evidence are these:

1. Powerful persons in a community are not only less likely to be saIlctJionedi,
but also less likely to obey the norms than are those of lesser
(Bailey, 1971, p. 20; Starr, 1978, p. 59).

some societies, merely being aware of others talking "behind one's back" con
stitutes a powerful sanction; gossip can spread, however, without the person
who is being gossiped about knowing of it. As indicated earlier, the consensus
lowers the costs for any holder of the norm to apply a sanction, but does not
ensure that the sanction will be applied.

One social characteristic possessed by a potential target actor is reported by
anthropologists and sociologists as reducing the likelihood that sanctions will be
imposed: esp.ecially high status or power in the social system which contains
the norm holders (see, for example, Frankenberg, 1951, p. 156; Bailey, 1971, p.
283). This provides confirmation of the view that the act of sanctioning imposes
costs on the sanctioner, since such costs can be expected to be especially high if
the target of the sanctioning is someone with whom a continued relation is of
special interest to the potential sanctioner. A clear example of this situation is
exhibited in the story by Hans Christian Andersen about the emperor who had
no clothes. Almost all the inhabitants of the kingdom were so subject to the
king's authority that they were afraid to point out the absence of clothes. Only a
child was free of such feelings of dependence and thus able to state the truth.

This implies that even a conjoint norm, for which the targets and the holders
are the same actors, may be differentially applied because of the varying costs
sanctioning different actors. The consequence is that those actors with
power in a social system are less constrained by norms than are those with less
power. There are, in fact, institutionalized excuses and indulgences available
high-status persons who fail to obey norms. A high-status person may merely
said to be eccentric, whereas the same behavior would bring severe saJlctiOIlS
upon a lower-status person.

At the other extreme there is little cost to applying sanctions to persons
status is considerably below one's own. Black (1976, p. 57) suggests that
systems have often meted out harsher punishments to lower-status persons
to higher-status persons for the same violations. Garnsey (1973, pp.
gives various examples of this in the Roman Empire. If sanctioning of a
status person or a member of a small minority can be done without cost, it can
done irresponsibly, as in the case of scapegoating.
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fpence of Norms about Voting

cfbf voting. poses a deep and serious problem to students of the rational
.U80f behavIOr. If a voter is viewed as a rational actor who has an interest
outcom~ of an election, but for whom the act of voting itself constitutes a
o~t ~f tIme a~d effort, then the act of voting does not directly follow, even

~i.hls mterest m the outcome may be very great. Straightforward considera
III lead tee voter to recognize that if there are many others voting, his own

sY~r~ unlIkely to affect the outcome. The small cost in time and effort that
-w.I11 mcur must outweigh the very minor chance that the act of voting will
~m. As a consequence, a :eflectiv~ voter must conclude, as he is going to
ling place, that whatever Impels him there, it is not the impact of his vote

utcome.

ort of ~nalysis has been carried out by many students of the rational
of :OtI~g. Downs (1957) discusses the problem; Riker and Ordeshook
amme It at length: ~s do Ferejohn and Fiorina (1974), Margolis (1982),
yothe~s. The empmcal fact to be explained is, of course, that although
e c~nslderations seem reasonable, many persons do vote, even in elec
?lvmg great numbers of voters. Indeed, even a weaker prediction from
Fonsi~erations, to the effect that whatever the level of voting, it should
.decline as the number of voters increases, does not seem to hold. This
.IS80 puzzling that it has been described as the paradox of voting (and

Imposinl.g a sanction on others for not observing it increases the likelihood
sanctIoned oneself. If a girl wears a revealing bathing suit that violates

orm, .she is less likely to disapprove of another girl's revealing suit than she
d be if she herself w~re a. co~ventional suit. If a man is among a group of
,~ll of whom ar~ wean~g tIes m a setting where wearing a tie is normatively

scnbed, that man s reactIOn to a newcomer's wearing or not wearing a tie will
~nd on whether he himself is wearing one.
ith.a ~isjoi~t norm-for which those who are targets of the norm are not
~ficlanes of It, ~uch as children whose actions are sanctioned by adults or
kers w~ose a~tIOns are s~nctioned by nonsmokers-giving up the right to
trol. ~~e s actIOn must anse from considerations beyond the focal action
~'iGlvmg up that right must be the result of a transaction that can take place
~se the beneficiaries ofthe norm (or some subset of them) are powerful' that
TY control some.event~ of interest to the target actors, and they ca~ ex-
fethat control (mcludmg exchanges involving threats) to gain rights of
olover the focal action.

tea norm. t~at has been internalized, the situation is somewhat similar to
lth a conJo~nt. norm. If a person comes to identify with a socializing agent,
" to see hIS .mterests as identical to those of the agent, then the claim

.tagent ~f a nght to control will be seen as legitimate, because it is a claim
mg from mterests the person sees as his own.
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can be accounted for by rational choice theory as currently constituted. For
example, social psychologists such as Asch (1956) show that a person's very
perceptions can be altered by others' reports of different perceptions of the same
objects; and Sherif (1936) has shown that judgments may be easily altered by the
frame of reference supplied by another. In at least some cases, however, accep
tance can be explained by rational choice principles. Although a person may see
acceptance of the right of each to partially control the actions of others as being
to his immediate disadvantage, he may well see it as being to his long-term
advantage.·Jf the norm is a conjoint norm, the person may, on some occasions,
be in the position of the person expressing this right, that is, in the position of a
person affected by another's action of the same type. Acceptance of the legiti
macy of others' rights to partially control his action is necessary to establish the
norm that gives him a legitimate right to control others' similar actions. Rejec
tion of that legitimacy constitutes a rejection of the norm, an action against the
legitimacy of his right on those other occasions. For example, if residents of a
dormitory attempt to establish a norm that one cannot use the public telephone
for more than 10 minutes if others are waiting, then if one resident of the dormi
tory rejects the legitimacy of such control, he thereby rejects the norm and
cannot claim the right to sanction others when they make long telephone
Thus with a conjoint norm a person may rationally accept others' claims
partially control his action, for he stands potentially in the position of saJl1ct.iOller
of others' actions. Acceptance of others' claims is necessary to establish
norm which aids him in controlling their actions which affect him.

It is clear, however, that even for conjoint norms such as that go'verninlg
telephone calls in a dormitory, there are asymmetries. Some persons, who
many short calls, will often be in the position of sanctioner, and others,
make a few long calls, will often be in the position of target. Depending on
person's perception of how often he will be in these two positions, he may
may not find it to his long-term advantage to accept the norm regarding
length of calls.

Recognition of the fact that persons differ with respect to the relative
quency with which they will be in the position of sanctioner or target can
guidelines for prediction of who will accept a norm as legitimate and who
not. It is less likely to be in the interests of a person who often finds himself the
target actor, being constrained by the norm, to accept it as legitimate. The norm
is less likely to benefit him in the long run. For example, the claim in a comm~j
nity of a right by the members to constrain-through expressions of disapj
proval-the bathing suit styles worn at the community swimming pool will b
more likely to be regarded as legitimate by the older and less attractive member
of the community, who will seldom wear bathing suits that would be challengeg
than by the young and beautiful ones, whose swimwear is more likely to
challenged.

It also follows from rationality that those who fail to observe a norm will
less likely to impose the norm on others-for if a person fails to observe th
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This explanation of voting has certain virtues. One is that it gives rise to
ifferential predictions about whether persons will vote in different circum
tances and can thus be empirically supported or disconfirmed. For example
~eprediction would be that persons removed from the company of their friend~

persons in the company of those who do not express approval for voting and
approval for not voting will be much less likely to vote than others.
Th~s expl~nation has certain unsatisfactory aspects as well. A principal one is
at .It. pr~vldes no. answer to the question of why others express approval for
rt.lclpatIon and disapproval for nonparticipation. Those others are presumably
bject to the same rational considerations, which should lead them not to vote
Tmselves, as well as not to apply sanctions to others for not voting. Thus the
ove expl.anation merely pushes the problem back one step: Why should there
expreSSIOns of approval of voting and disapproval of not voting on the part of

hers?
'\Vhat is necessary is an explanation of voting that is consistent with the one

.n ab?ve, but takes the further step of explaining why others, despite their
I1a~ circumstances, express approval and disapproval. Such an explanation is
Tn m Chapter 30, based on a mathematical model, which provides certain
plts beyond those possible with a verbal exposition. It is possible, however,
xpress the general ideas without resort to mathematics.
~sume there is a system of actors, each of whom has an interest (which
~sponds to b in the above discussion) in the outcome of an election and a

alive interest in the act of voting itself (which corresponds to c in the above
pussion). The latter may of course be very small relative to the former. Each
?ri has some small fraction of control over the outcome of the election

ugh his vote. In such a circumstance each actor's action is of interest to each
factor; that is, the actions have externalities. There will be, in accord with
rinciple discussed in Chapter 10, a demand for a norm to vote. And accord
dthe principle presented in this chapter, satisfaction of that de~and de
son the existence of social relationships among potential beneficiaries of
~drm if the second-order free-rider problem is to be overcome. When those
gitions are met, there will be a general transfer of rights of control over the
()nof voting or not voting, by each to all.
~end result of this transfer of rights of control will be a system in which

ctor has given up a large portion of rights of control over his own action
,voting or not voting) and has gained in return a small portion of rights of
lover the action of each of the other actors. This constitutes, as discussed
arlier section, the emergence of a conjoint norm. Each actor will exercise
.~ts gained in the direction of others' voting, but he may exercise the
mg control he holds over his own action against his own voting (because
cost to him). His exercise of rights of control over others' voting can be
ed through the exhibiting of approval or disapproval. If each actor has
p most of the control over his own action to others, then the potential
al for voting and disapproval for not voting may be sufficient to overcome

sts each will incur by voting.
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has received attention second only to that given Arrow's or Condorcet's
paradox). The paradox in this case is not logical, but empirical: Why do so many

persons vote when it is clearly irrational to do so? .
The problem can be expressed more precisely in simple mathematI~al form.

Suppose a person experiences a certain cost, c, from th~ a~t of ~otmg. And
suppose he would experience a benefit, b, from the electIOn s havmg the o~t
come he prefers. Suppose further that he expects that outcom~ to occur With
probability p if he does not vote and with probability p + Ap If he does vote.
Then he can ~alculate the expected return if he does participate and the expected
return if he does not. His expected return if he participates is b(p + Ap) - c.
His expected return if he does not participate is bp. If h~ is rational, in the usual
meaning of the term, he will participate if and only If the first of t~ese two
expected returns is greater than the second, that is, i~ b(p + Ap) - c IS grea~er
than bp. This reduces to bAp is greater than c, or Ap IS great:~ than cI~. Tha~ IS,
he should participate only if the increment in the probabilIty of hl.s deSired
outcome, due to his vote, is greater than the ratio of the costs of votmg to the

benefits of the desired outcome.
It is obvious that whenever the number of voters is large, Ap is quite sm~ll,

an individual's voting can be explained as rational only if the costs of votmg
him (c) are nearly zero or the benefits (b) are enormous.

8
Few political

would suggest that either condition is met for most voters, and thus the puzzle

apparently nonrational voting remains. .
Various authors have tried to "rationalize" voting in a varIety of ways. One

to assume that the act of voting may not only incur some costs, but also
some benefits. For example, if voting is highly approved by a person's
and not voting is disapproved of, the outcome of the election does not h~ve to
of interest to the person in order for him to vote, nor does he have to belIeve
his vote will affect the outcome. In that case, if the psychic benefits he p.Xlnerl".

ences from approval are b* and the costs he experiences from disapprov~l
c*, his expected return from voting is b(p + Ap) - c + ~* and.from not VOtI~g
bp _ c*. This changes the inequality that must be satisfied If the person IS
vote: bAp + b* + c* must be greater than c. This inequality ma~ be
even if he believes his vote will have no effect on the outcome, that IS, even
is zero. All that is necessary is that the sum ofthe psychic benefits from aOlorclval
for voting and the psychic costs from disapproval for not voting be greater

the direct costs of participation.
9

8. Another definition of rationality, the minimax regret principle, might also lead a
vote, as pointed out by Ferejohn and Fiorina (1974). H~wever, this. princ~ple can be regardedt
rational only in games with a strategic other. The situatIOn under dISCUSSIon, on the other hall

is a game against nature, a nonstrategic other. .
9. The decision to vote can be due to another process discussed in ~ later s~ctJon o~ ~h

chapter and in Chapters 7 and 19, that of coming to identi~y with ~ n~tlOn .o~ WIth a pohtl
party. This can result in the act of voting itself being rewardmg, de~plte ItS m~mmal effect__
even in the absence of approving friends. This analysis of votmg behaVIOr would lead
somewhat different predictions than those discussed in this section. For development of
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hat Conditions Will Actors Attempt to Bring
flternalization?

stion to be considered here, then, is why a beneficiary of a norm or
nerally an act?r inter.ested in exercising control over another's action,
IllPt to establ~sh an mternal sanctioning system within a target actor
nm~rely usmg external sanctions as the occasion warrants. The an
IlledIately ~pparent if one takes the perspective of a parent of a small
~~t.of a pohce of~c~r coping with crime in a neighborhood. The exis
~n mte~al sanctIomng system within the small child or within each

the. neIghborhood would make unnecessary the continual external
f~ctIons. Thus ~f internalization can be brought about at a sufficiently
It IS a more effiCIent means of social control than is external policing of

debilitating to social theor!' than is the deficiency created by a starting with a
alpurpose or a set of social norms.
~s neverth~less a .deficiency, because individual interests do change and
Iduals do mternahze norms. It would be possible to ignore the latter fact

construct a theory that assumed all sanctions were externally imposed. But
.a. theory woul~ be weaker, because it could not be used to predict the
ItIons under WhICh and the degree to which norms would be internalized
~ss corre~t, because predictions based on it would fail to take internaliza~
f no~m~ mto acc~unt. Thus, acknowledging the dangers in going beyond
UalllI~lltS oftheon~s b~sed on rational action, I will in this section examine
questIOns concermng mternalization of norms.
lnot use "i~ternaliz.ationof a norm" to mean merely accepting a norm as
ate, acceptmg the .nght ?f others' to par.tially control one's actions-nor
the common. way m WhICh the term is used. If internalization of a norm

t? ~ean no~hmg more than that, it would not inhibit the individual's de
c.tIOn that IS uno~se~~d by others. In this discussion internalization of a
III ~ean that .an mdividual comes to have an internal sanctioning system

pro:Ides pumshm~nt wh~n he carries out an action proscribed by the
r faIl~ to carry out an actIOn prescribed by the norm.
9uestIon th~t then ar~ses is ~hat of how the internal sanctioning system
o be ~sta.bhshed.ThIS questIon can be divided into two: First, assuming
ernahzatIon 0: a norm can take place, what are the conditions under

pther actors wd~ ~ttempt to bring about an actor's internalization? Sec
hat ~r~ the condItIons that will lead an actor to respond to those attempts
nahzmg the norm? Only the second of these questions involves going
.the us~a.l confines of a theory based on rational action, for answering it
exammmg wh~ an.d h~w individuals change the motivational structure

he~selves (motIvat.IOn IS. the role that utility plays in a theory of rational
ThIs ~econd q~~st~o~ wIll be deferred until Chapter 19. The first ques
ncernmg the socIallZlng agents, will be addressed next.
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To examine the process by which norms are internalized is to enter waters
are treacherous for a theory grounded in rational choice. Asking the question 0

how individuals come to have the interests they exhibit is ordinarily not possible
in constructing such a theory. Despite the fact that anyone knows, if only
through introspection, that interests change, theory based on purposive actiol1
must start with purpose, and the theoretical apparatus is applied to realization 0

that purpose, whatever it may be. A theory based on rational action thus has the
same deficiency at the level ofthe individual (considered as a system) as a theory
which begins with societal purposes or social norms has at the level of the soci
system. This individual-level deficiency is, as I have indicated in Chapter 1, fa

One might argue that this conjoint norm would be restricted to a subgroup
within the system whose members all support the same candidate, since votes
for an opposition candidate impose negative externalities. Since persons gener
ally associate with those whose political sentiments are like their own, the appli
cation of such a norm (that is, sanctions of approval for voting or disapproval for
not voting) will be toward inducing voting among those who will vote in the same
direction as oneself. In fact, the observation by students of voting that persons
under so-called cross-pressure are less likely to vote may result from differential
application .of the norm. (See Berelson, Lazarsfeld, and McPhee, 1954, for a
discussion of cross-press1Ires.) The reduced likelihood of voting among persons
who are in surroundings different from those to which their background or
interests predispose them may result from reduced application of normative

sanctions that would lead to voting.
A further implication may be drawn. Since these normative systems are com-

posed of supporters of each candidate, their strength depends on the degree of
closure of each. Unless the social networks that link persons together are some
what distinct, so there is a correlation between the political preferences of
friends, these normative systems cannot function. Thus one prediction based on
this theory is that the lower that correlation, so that social networks are largely
random with respect to political preference, the lower the proportion of
population voting. By a small additional step, a low correlation between social
relations and political preference should lower the rate of voting most for
candidates in a minority position in the system under consideration (for ex-

ample, a city or town).
The central element of this explanation, which was missing in the earlier

is the giving up of partial rights of control over one's own action and the
ing of partial rights of control over the actions of others, that is, the emergence
a norm. The end result is that control over the voting of each, which was initialllY
held by each alone, becomes widely distributed over the whole set of
who exercise that control in the direction of approval for voting and disaPl)roval
for not voting-despite the fact that each has some reluctance to vote llllllM;ll.
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rning back to the question of the conditions under which internalization will
tempted, I begin with an empirical observation. It appears that socializing
ts do not simply attempt to inculcate specific norms. A major component of
lization is an attempt to get the individual to identify with the socializing
t.This occurs not only in the socialization of children by parents, but in
ficases as well. Nation-states use public education as well as various
ollalistic events and patriotic propaganda to encourage the individual to

ify with the nation, to take its interest as his own. Some business firms
tProminently in Japan but elsewhere as well) attempt to get their employees

d.entify strongly with the company. Professional schools and graduate
()ls socialize a candidate into a profession or discipline, leading him to
ify himself with the profession or the discipline (to' 'become a sociologist,"
xample). Religious orders, the army, and other institutions use various
iques to socialize entering individuals, to give each a new identity. In all
cases it appears that the socialization activities are attempts to create a
elf so that the individual's actions will be dictated by the imagined will or
se of the actor he has identified with: parents, nation-state, company,
us order, profession, or academic discipline. It is then that will which
tes the internal sanctions for future actions.
empirical evidence suggests, then, that a major strategy taken by actors in
ting to internalize norms in another actor is to do so by modifying the self
interests the actor will attempt to maximize by his actions. This is an
tstrategy, for it does not attempt to inculcate directly the belief that
actions are right and others wrong. The strategy is to change the self and

new self decide what is right and what is wrong (for example, by imagin-
hat one's mother would say about a particular action).
ther perspective on this strategy can be gained by examining the problem
ists for corporate actors in motivating agents to act in their interests. This

.escribed in Chapter 7 as the problem a principal has in getting an agent to
the principal's interest. A major question the principal must ask is whether
age in external policing, that is, supervision, or to attempt to bring about
aL policing by the agent himself. The means by which the latter is at
¢dare numerous. Those which use directly economic incentives include
options, stock ownership, piecework, performance bonuses, commis
a.nd other means. The first two of these are designed to make the agent's

largely coincide with that of the principal (in that the agent's interest is
d.through the outcome or product that also satisfies the principal's inter
e other three tie the agent's interest to what he does for the principal. In

I1.to economic incentives firms use other means which, like stock own
ead agents to identify directly with the firm. Collective activities such as
lubs, company outings, and various company-sponsored entertainments
y these. Creating an expectation of long-term employment with the
is another means.

on the part of corporate actors to induce identification in their
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actions. The question then becomes, just what are the conditions und.er which
creation of an internal sanctioning system is likely to be more efficIent than

maintaining external policing of actions? . .
A first point to recognize is that since norms are devices for controllmg act~ons

in the interests of persons other than the actor, internal and external. s~nctIOns
constitute two forms of policing: internal policing and external polIcmg. ~he
process of creating an internal policing system is part of a bro.ad~r ?rocess WhICh
is ordinarily called socialization. It is the installation in the .mdIvI~ual o~ some
thing which may be called a conscience or a superego; I WIll .callIt ~n m~ernal
sanctioning system. Persons for whom socialization has been meffectIve, m t~e
sense that they have failed to internalize many social norms, are ~alled SOCIO
paths. Those persons and small children are perha~s th.e ~ost promment.catego
ries of individuals whose internalization of norms IS mmImal, whose actIOns are

subject to little, if any, internal policing. . .
Under what conditions is it rational to attempt to bnng abo~t. an ~nternal

sanctioning system? A step toward an answer is to recognize that It IS ratIonal to
do so when such attempts can be effective at reasonable cost. Thus part of the
answer depends on knowledge of the conditions under w~ich attempts at estab
lishing internalization will be effective. Part of th~ ~uestIOn, how.e~er, n:ay b
addressed by assuming some receptivity in the indIVIdual. !~ exammmg t?IS par
of the question, I will move back and forth between empmcal observatIOn an
theoretical argument, using the former to suggest the nature of processes that d
not derive directly from a principle of rational action. . .,

F· t I must make some general points. Deciding whether mternalIzatIOn of
Irs, fb"

norm in another actor is rational must involve balancing the cos~ 0 rmgI~
about the internalization to a given degree of effectiveness agamst th~ dIS
counted future cost of policing to bring about the same degree of complIance
where the degree of compliance is selected by balancing the costs o~ noncom
pliance against the costs of sanctioning by the most efficient means (mternal 0

external). .., . t b
It is also important, of course, to know whether a real dIs~mctIOn eXIS s e

tween different socialization strategies, in that some constItute n:or~ nead
external sanctioning and others constitute more nearly internal sanctIOmn~. !h
literature on socialization practices certainly appears to indicate that the dIstm
tion can be made (see, for example, Miller and Swanson, !9.5~, and ~ohn, 1:77
and the differences are not esoteric or observable only to ~mt~ates. ~t IS relatIve
easy to distinguish external sanctions from attempts to I~st111 an mternal sa~
tioning system. A parent who slaps a child's ~and or WIthdraws a pleasuf{~
punish an action or who gives the child somethmg, such as candy, to re~ard
action is employing an external sanction. A parent who s~~ws that .an actIOn?
child has hurt or disappointed the parent or who exhibits ~ap~mess an~

ses love for the child when the child has carried out an actIOn IS employm
pres ." t
sanction that both assumes the existence of an mternal sanctIOmng sys em

attempts to strengthen that system.
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re is at least this difference: The investment in human capital makes the employee
able in the labor market, increasing the chance that he will leave the firm and further
the firm's return on its investment. There is no analogous situation for the socializa
dren.

nearly sociopathic, than children of authoritarian parents. This prediction
ters the commonsense assumption that "enlightened" parents are both
egalitarian and more likely to use internal sanctions than external ones·
ssumption leads to the prediction that the correlation between parental
rianism and use of internal sanctions is positive.

.econd point is that parents (or other actors) who are in a position to
ish an internal sanctioning system do not reap all the benefits from it.
tsmust pay the costs of internalization, but others will experience some of
ture benefits. It is true that parents experience some benefits during the

the child is at home. Since these are only a fraction of the benefits,
yer, there is an expected underinvestment in internalization from the per
i"eof the total set of benefits to others that internalization will bring about
ed policing and fewer negative externalities). This underinvestment
be especially great for internalization of norms which have least to do
child's actions in the home and are primarily concerned with actions
others later in life.
underinvestment in internalization is comparable to and derives largely
esame interests as business firms' underinvestment in human capital (see

r,1976, for a discussion of underinvestment in human capital). A firm
rsonly a portion of the investment in human capital, depending on the
pftenure of the employee. 10 In the literature on human capital, a distinc
made between specific and general human capital. A firm is able to
all the benefits of investments in specific human capital (firm-specific
ge or skills) but not able to capture the benefits of general human capi

'ch can be used in other firms to which an employee might move. This
ion is similar to the distinction between norms covering a child's actions
bme and norms covering actions outside the home or later in life. The
ion of this distinction is that there will be less underinvestment in inter
n of a norm prescribing honesty, which is part of the child's actions in
e, than in internalization of a norm prescribing fairness to peers, a trait
ted largely outside the home, on the playground, and in school. There
be even greater underinvestment in internalization of norms proscribing
ractices, which are exhibited primarily in business later in life.
her prediction is that underinvestment in internalization of norms should

ter in cultures or settings in which children leave home at a younger age.
settings a parent, engaging in the socialization of children, will experi
maller fraction of its total benefits and thus will find the investment in
zation to have a lower payoff. One specific prediction is that in modern
,. where the typical household is two-generational, there should be
nderinvestment than in traditional societies, where there tend to be
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agents, or to induce their agents to act in a way that will be best for the corporate
actor, appear to apply a strategy similar to that used by actors engaged in
socialization of individuals. The strategy is to attempt to align the agent's inter
ests so fully with those of the principal that the agent's self-interest comes to
coincide with the principal's interest. Some of the means used appear to carry
out this alignment in a more fundamental way than do others. The strategy of the
socializing agent and the strategy of the principal appear to be similar in that
neither is an attempt to create internal sanctions for a particular action, that is, to
inculcate "a norm with respect to one action, a norm with respect to a second
action, and so on, on a case-by-case basis. Each strategy goes a level deeper, by
modifying the interests of the individual being socialized or of the agent of the
principal. The socialization strategy, as well as certain of the economic and
noneconomic means used by corporate actors, appears to go yet another level
deeper, by creating a new self which takes another's imagined will as the basis
for action. The similarity of these two strategies, one bringing about changes
within an individual actor and the other bringing about changes within a corpol
rate actor (also in part by bringing about changes within individual agents),
suggests that a global strategy may in some circumstances be more efficient than
a case-by-case strategy. Assuming that this is so, it is possible to ask about the
conditions that would affect the efficiency of internalization.

First, internalization becomes increasingly efficient the greater the number of
different types of actions that the socializing actor, such as a parent, wants to
control using norms. The basic process of creating identification with the
socializing agent constitutes in effect a capital cost, and there is an additiona
marginal cost for each different action that is to be subject to a normative
constraint. The capital cost seems to be the larger by far of these two types of
costs, so the total cost to the sanctioning agent of subjecting a large number of
actions to normative constraints is not much greater than the total cost of doing
so for a small number of actions. Thus, for example, once a mother has brought
about a condition in which her daughter has internalized the mother's wishes,
the mother can extend the number of prescriptions and proscriptions contained
in her wishes without incurring great cost.

This implies that authority systems that, like religious orders, aim to penetrat
all aspects ofthe member's or subordinate's life will be more likely to attempt to
bring about identification through creation of a new self than will authority
systems that attempt to exercise less broad social control. A similar but less
obvious prediction is that parents whose desired scope of authority over their
children is broad will make more use of internalization than will parents whose
desired scope of authority is narrower. More particularly, parents who have an
egalitarian ideology about raising children, leading to a laissez-faire parenta.l
authority system (few prescriptions and proscriptions), will find it less efficien
to bring about identification and instill internalization of norms in a child tha
will parents whose desired scope of authority is broader and more rigid. Thus
children of egalitarian parents should show less internalization of norms, or be
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predictions, and ~?e point.s which generate them, make evident the naivete of
" SUC? as ~ncreasmg levels of education will increase the viability of

or I~creasmg enlIghtenment through education will result in parents raising
"-solcializl~d chIldren."

. b~come more .costly to ?bserve. Thus a worker in a cottage
IS more lIkely to be paId by the pIece and less likely to have supervision

.a ~actory work~r mak~ng the same product, and an outside sales represen
ve IS lIkely to. r~celve a ?Igher fraction of compensation as commissions and
e less supervI~lO.n than IS an ins!de salesperson or sales clerk. This principle
sto ~he predlctI~n that the traIt of honesty, which is often difficult to ob
e,. WIll be more lIkely to be internalized than will the trait of cleanliness or
rhness, both of which are more easily observed and thus more readily

to external sanctions.

five points concerning conditions which will lead parents to instill inter
sallctioIlS rathe,r than using external policing lead to predictions that are not

. ,C~rtam of the, predictions, if they are borne out by research, have
Im?hcatlO~s f?r SOCIal control in the future, for they point to decreasing

m~ernalIzatlOn 0: n?rms among future generations, assuming that the
contmues as .t~e p~mclpal agency of socialization, This implies that either
externa

l
\ pohcmg systems will increase or there will be lower levels of
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three-generational households or extended families. A second specific prediction
is that an increase in divorce rates should decrease the investment in internaliza
tion, and children of divorced parents should show a lower degree of internal
ization. Either divorced parent expects to spend less time with a child and will
thus find it less costly to use external sanctions in cases where, if there were
a more extended payoff period, the creation of internal sanctions would be
more efficient.

A third point is that parents can increase the return on their investment in
internaliiation of norms by identifying with the child and continuing to inform
themselves about the child's actions later in life. Such identification, together
with information about the child's actions that accord with a parent's wishes and
gain approval from others, can bring satisfaction to the parent and thus make an
investment in internalization profitable. This would lead to the prediction that
the use of internal rather than external sanctions by a parent will be greater if the
parent expects that the future associates of the child will hold the same values as
the parent does (for instance, as occurs in a stable society).

A specific prediction that follows from this general point is that persons in
America and Europe who grew up in the 1960s and experienced a great gap in
values between themselves and their parents can be expected to find identifi
cation with their own children as they grow up a less profitable investment, and
thus a weaker spur toward increasing the investment in creating internal sanc
tions in their children.

A fourth point concerns different families in the same society. Some families
have a strong interest in their status in the community and see family members'
actions, throughout life, as affecting that status. Other families have little status
in the community, and thus little to lose by the deviant behavior of family
members throughout life. Parents in the latter type of family can be expected t6
seriously underinvest in creating internal sanctions, and parents in the forme
type can be expected to invest much more heavily in creating such sanctions
Studies of socialization practices of different social groups are quite consiste
with this prediction, showing that the lower the social status, the less intern
sanctions are used (see Kohn, 1977). Further predictions could be tested as well.
Any aspect of social structure which reduces the degree to which the child'
later actions will benefit or harm the family's interests (such as residence in
more anonymous urban setting as compared to a small-town setting, or ge
graphic mobility and discontinuity in family life) should weaken the relatiq
between the family's interest in its status and the degree to which socializati(j
practices incorporate internal sanctions. Thus, as these conditions proliferat
families of the same social status will use internal sanctions less often an
external sanctions more often; persons in future generations will be decreasing
socialized.

A fifth point makes use of a result from the literature on the economics
agency. The efficiency of supervision (that is, external policing), relative to so
incentive system that provides internal policing, is reduced as the actions subj


